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MYSTERY OF BERMUDA TRIANGLE

‘Mystery of Bermuda Triangle’. The main content of this small book is

regarding the place in the ocean which is known as ‘Bermuda Triangle’. Because

this place is situated near an Island named Bermuda, that’s why it is called as

Bermuda Triangle. Some call it as Devil Triangle because they believe that Devil

stays in that place. Nearly 20years back I read in a leading newspaper about this

Triangle, it was written that in 1947 Six American Air crafts went missing in

Atlantic Ocean and no information regarding them till now. Previously many went

missing in this Triangle shaped ocean which is beside America, this was the matter

written in that news paper. At that time I felt it like a wonder. After some days I

read regarding Bermuda Triangle somewhere else. In that place ships, aeroplane’s

disappeared and the persons who went for research to know the reason behind it

also dint come back. Then I started thinking about Triangle, what I thought was!

It is meaningful to say that ships disappeared when they were traveling,

but it is meaningless to say that aeroplane’s traveling in sky got disappeared. If

it is realistic that aeroplane also disappeared at that place then I thought there is

some mystery over there which human being doesn’t know.

Thing which attracted and made me think in this matter was, in English it is

“Triangle” in Telugu it is called as “Moodu Konamulu”. The reason for getting

attracted to this name was, totally the whole universe is based on number 3. In

this world the divine knowledge is also based on number 3. What is this new

thing? Till now nobody has said about three! You have a chance to Question me.

For this our reply would be in spiritual study we have recommended “Doctrine of

Thraitham” on base of 3. Previously before me, Adi Shankaracharyulu has

recommended Advaitam, Ramanuja charyulu has recommended Visishta

Advanitam, Madva charyulu has recommended Dvaitam, still denying all these

we had introduced new doctrine called Thraitham. Previously Dvaitam or Advaitam

was told but their doctrine’s dint have proper base. That’s why in spiritual study

they are considered as a building without foundation and pillars, however, it will

be demolished by knowing this, we denied them and God himself told in Bhagavad-

Gita Purushottama prapithi yogam verses 16, 17 based on that we have introduced

Thraitham. Thraitham which we have told and the triangle in the ocean are very

near to each other. That too, triangle was not understood by anybody, means, it
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is linked to Thraitham what we have told is clear. As Thraitham is already in

Bhagavad-Gita and not understood, researches said triangle is also in the ocean

but still not understood. We thought that the mystery of Bermuda Triangle, the

prohibited area in the ocean can be known only by Doctrine of Thraitham.

To know about the Triangle in the ocean, first one should know at least little

about Thraitham doctrine, and then only one can understand. So, Bermuda triangle

was a mystery to everyone and nobody understood it but I thought we can know

the mystery through Thraitham. As I thought, I started taking things in Thraitham

Doctrine way then I could able to recognize the triangle. What is present there,

what is happening, why it is happening I could easily recognize what all I

understood regarding Triangle, others also should know about it, so am trying to

tell you through this book “Thriathakara Rahasyam” (Mystery of Bermuda Triangle).

In this book all the matters are known and told according to the Sixth

shastra”Brahma Vidya Shastra” which is the last and biggest one. In spiritual

study depending on one doctrine all this matters have been revealed and that too

scientifically. Not even single issue in this book is untrue and unscientific. Through

this book one will not only know about Bermuda triangle but also the spirit present

in them, by which he may learn more about Divine knowledge and become Atma

jnnani.

Few may get doubts on this book, like! How he is telling all these which

American scientist also could not tell? He is sitting here and telling, is this true?

They might think. Getting such doubts is not wrong. Do not blindly ignore my

words, you only can think and decide whether it is true or not. This Book is not

only related to Triangle but also the disasters like earthquakes, tsunamis, volcano

etc. The ships, aeroplane’s which gone missing in Bermuda Triangle, in that,

clouds play an important role. As I already told that clouds are very powerful. In

1940 a small plane was struck in the clouds near the triangle, only to reveal that

they (clouds) are doing this work, they (clouds) left the plane without harming it.

The pilot who was in the plane said about the incident as follows. “The plane

which traveled @ 104kmph speed as it went near the triangle, got struck in

clouds and traveled 180kms in just 3 minutes ( according to this speed is

3600kmph) there is no chance of that plane to travel at that speed. Above all

engine was down and fuel is not used and navigator also dint worked. By his

words we can understand that clouds only had done this, to make us feel their

presence and power. It is also understood that if any thing struck in clouds, they
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can take all the way, to any place; it is proved with this incident. Similarly no one

knows the super power present in the Triangle. Though we dint get any live

evidence but still with spiritual study, I could tell what all happened over there

(Bermuda Triangle) in this book to certain extent. Many mysteries will be known

with this book and I expect future generations will get a chance to know about

spirit.

To give gist about this book I have given this introduction. I expect this

book will help you in all ways to go further in spiritual aspects.

With Regards,

Acharya Prabodhananda Yogeshwarulu

03
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THE TRIANGULAR SECRET -
BERMUDA

“INDU” means The MOON. MOON is the master of wisdom and indication

for wisdom. That’s why Parvati’s husband Shiva also wore half moon on his head

to represent that he has divine knowledge, he is a Jnani. That’s why we consider

the meaning of Indu is “Jnanam” (wisdom). “Akshara Parabhrahma Yogam” 25th

verse in Bhagavad-Gita Lord Sri Krishna said “Chandra Manasa Jyothi” considering

Divine knowledge. So in spiritual aspects ‘Indu’ means “Jnanam” (wisdom). Wisdom

is two types on Earth i.e. 1st Godly wisdom and 2nd worldly wisdom. It may be any

wisdom but there is something known as Science. Wisdom is known to intellect,

science is known to senses. Science can be known through senses i.e. it can be

seen with eyes, can be heard by ears. The knowledge of sciences will be known

only through intellect. For example learning a receipe from someone is Jnanam

(wisdom) and doing the receipe as intellect informs is said as Science. By this it

is clear, as wisdom when practically applied is science. Science can be experienced

by anyone. A receipe made by a chef with his knowledge can be experienced by

hundred people. Though the person doesn’t know the preparation of receipe still

by one’s knowledge anyone can experience. Let us take an example of mobile

phone. The inventor of mobile phone was one individual but later by knowing the

knowledge of it others also manufactured with different brand names. The person

who invented at first was only one but later ten persons learned it (10 companies’)

people using cell phones are in millions. Remember that all the people using

mobile phones don’t have its knowledge. The first person who invented reveals

out that is Jnanam (knowledge). Anything invented according to Jnanam when

comes to practical usage it is Science. The whole country has become scientifically

rich, because of few Jnani’s; the fact is many are enjoying luxuries, because of

Science.

If we observe all these carefully we can understand Jnanam and Vignanam are

different. Vignanam is called as Science in English. Science is based on Jnanam

which is called as super science or super knowledge in English. Jnanam is of two

types one is worldly Jnanam and second is Paramatma Jnanam. Worldly Jnanam

is called as super knowledge and Paramatma Jnanam called as super science.

Some call divine knowledge as super science. We also refer like that only, now let
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us discuss about worldly Jnanam matter is, “karuru” is the place where diamonds

are extracted so it is named as “vajra karuru”. Till now, many found diamonds at

“vajra karuru”, in that there are small diamonds, big diamonds and medium

diamonds. Depending on their size and shape they may be valued from thousand

rupees to millions of rupees. All the diamonds were not found at a time. Let’s

assume it took hundreds of years to find all these diamonds. Not only that but in

future also one many find diamonds there. From hundreds of years many have

found diamonds of different sizes and dimensions, that is, everyone has to agree

that all these diamonds are present there before itself. The diamonds which are

already there were found by different person in different sizes. The world famous

“Kohinoor diamond” was also found at Kurnool district Nallamalla forest. That

diamond was found by a Muslim named Kohinoor that’s why it is named as

“Kohinoor diamond”.

There are different types of diamonds, different types of scientific tools,

equipments and machines on earth from the beginning which are related to

Jnanam. The diamonds which is already present in earth was discovered by

someone, somewhere at some time.

In the similar manner, already present knowledge will be known by

somebody. The first person who tries to find a particular diamond will found it.

The knowledge of a particular thing will also be known to the person who tries to

know it. First of all a diamond is found by particular person, then later many will

see it, in same manner the knowledge which is known first by a person later, will

be known by many and it may be useful to many persons. Here the main point to

be noted is a person who goes in search of diamonds, when finds one, he will say

I found it. But when a person is doing research on a particular thing and if he

comes to know anything and any clue regarding the matter he tries it and reveals

that he has invented or discovered. Previously there were no Radio’s but in 1866

A.D. Marconi invented it, in his known method. If a diamond is found and extracted

means it is already present in the Earth. Similarly, if a person invents a thing or

a machine or a doctrine, it should be understood that it is already present on

Earth unknowingly. Already which is present on Earth only will be know,

but, not which is not present.

These days what all we have invented computers, aeroplanes, Skylab’s,

atom bomb, cell phones, televisions etc. All these knowledge is accessible already,
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we need to understand. It has to be understood that what all man is enjoying i.e.

comforts and luxuries. God has created at the time of creating universe and he

also created so many things which we still didn’t invent also. Some atheists don’t

accept my words. To say, my words are wrong, they don’t have any scientific

reasons. But what we are telling from the beginning, that, there is creator and he

created everything are totally scientifically proved. In them, scientifically they

are not correct. But my words are scientifically correct and we will let you know

later. The main formula is to prove an issue scientifically; we should also try to

prove the issue is not scientific. Hence, following an unknown method blindly is

not scientific.

As we told before Jnanam is of two types, one is worldly Jnanam and other

is Paramatma Jnanam. Already we told science is there with worldly Jnanam and

Paramatma Jnanam. Shastra is base for science what we know, any Jnanam or

any science will not be there without related in shastra. 5 shastra’s are based on

worldly Jnanam and one shastra is based on Paramatma Jnanam which we have

been telling you from the beginning. Brahma Vidya shastra which is the Paramatma

Jnanam, is the best and the sacred one than the remaining other 5 shastra’s,

which are related to worldly Jnanam.

In the above paragraph we discussed little about worldly Jnanam. Till now

what we know is worldly Jnanam and the one which teachers are teaching us

from primary school to university. Worldly Jnanam is known through teachers.

The worldly Jnanam which we are seeing and which is known are in the from of

science. For this we can know that worldly Jnanam is experienced by all in the

from of science. If we discuss about Paramatma Jnanam it is the divine knowledge

known from a preachers. Worldly Jnanam is seen in the form of science but

Paramatma Jnanam is not seen. Here we should understand one thing, that through

worldly Jnanam a computer is prepared not only the person who prepared it but

others also can experience it. Here in Paramatma Jnanam whoever knows Jnanam

and behaves accordingly, the happiness which derives through it can experienced

by him alone. If we go into the matter in detail, the science which has been

introduced through divine knowledge, the person who knows Jnanam (divine

knowledge) only enjoys it. According to worldly Jnanam if anything invented

through science everyone will experiences it but here in Paramatma Jnanam, the

person who knows the divine knowledge only can experience it and that experience

belongs only to him.
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God revealed all the information related to him (Paramatma Jnanam)

before itself, so that there is no need for man to invent like worldly

Jnanam. Nobody has revealed anything about worldly Jnanam before itself. As

the time passes on the things are invented by man and known from there onwards.

So the difference between worldly Jnanam and Paramatma Jnanam is clear now!

Not only that but in Paramatma Jnanam there is a wonder & that is! If you can

understand the proper meaning of Paramatma Jnanam the science related to it

can be understood. The divine knowledge which is understood according

to the meaning which God revealed it, that also, who knows the divine

knowledge, he only is experiencing its science. Not only that but there is

another method in this. The science related to divine knowledge shows some

evidences regarding Gods presence before itself. Similarly, previously known super

science is not at all related to worldly Jnanam. Any doctrine or any Shastram did

not define this science.

When it is known to everyone and experienced by every one and it is not

related to worldly Jnanam then it is definitely related to Paramatma Jnanam.

Through the super science we can know about Paramatma Jnanam. Similarly, the

super science can be known and experienced by the knowledge revealed by God.

If you understand the super science which is revealed by God but not by man

then only you will know the divine knowledge. And also we can know the science

which is told by God but not by man. Worldly Jnanam was not there from starting,

it’s a science which came into existence later. From this we can understand that!

Jnanam related to world is tangible; it is easily understandable to everyone.

Similarly science related to world is tangible and easily understood. But divinity,

divine knowledge is not tangible. Similarly, science related to divine knowledge is

also not tangible, so world related science is easily understood to man but the

science related to divine knowledge is known to the person who will know it, but

not even his neighbour will understand it or know it. That’s why divine knowledge

is not spreading as much as worldly Jnanam. This is related to human beings.

Human beings are not only in our country but also in foreign countries also. So in

present days no country people are showing interest & eagerness towards divine

knowledge. Now a days in every country the machines are working mostly, worldly

Jnanam has increased. Not showing any interest on Paramatma Jnanam. Man

who has manufactured deadly weapons has developed ego, ignorance and is

feeling that he is great. Man is thinking God is only for namesake and who doesn’t
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know shastra’s believe blindly that God is there. In every country 80% people

say God is there and from that 95% people knows what divine knowledge is.

There are many people who think if we say God is not there something bad may

happen, with this scare they say that God is there.

INDU COUNTRY

On comparing olden days and present days. In olden days in Indu country

the people had divine knowledge. World culture is increasing so man is learning

many studies and he is loosing belief on divine knowledge. At last big percentage

of people are loosing beliefs on divine knowledge. Now, in our country people are

forced for studies, after studies job, then earnings, no other taught than this, this

is the present conditions.

Some are having Bhakti on Goddesses but not on God. That Bhakti is also

selfish one, to clear their wants. Now-a-days Bhakti is used for selfish politics.

Many groups came up to secure their caste and dharma. Similarly in divinity our

country India is so backward. Previously it was in such a way that! Even if we

don’t know about Krutha yugam but when it comes to Thraitha yugam our country

India stood in very high position according to divinity and spiritual study. In

those days India was famous for divinity and divine knowledge.

Afghanistan, Pakistan and Bangladesh were a part of India in previously.

Not only that even Srilanka and India were together. Now ocean is between India

and Srilanka but previously it was not there. In those days because of big cyclones

there occurred a lake between Srilanka and India. In some places the water body

was not even a half a kilometer. That water was flowing in the east and west into

the ocean. Like, now a days in between Srilanka and India there was not some

kms of distance, to sea. In some places between India and Srilanka there was no

water at all. In that place both the countries were together. Though Srilanka was

together with India still it was a separate kingdom and was ruled by different

king. In north Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh were as one but now they

are different countries. Though there was one at that time of history, it is written

as north and south was ruled by different kings at the same time. Present Delhi

was known as Hasthinapur in Thraitha yugam. North Hasthinapur was ruled by a
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different king and the southern part of the country for which Ayodhya was capital

was ruled by Dasaratha and Ram and they family members for some period.

Indian kings ruled Srilanka for some period in krutha yugam and Thraitha yugam

but before Ram’s period and after his period Srilanka was ruled separately without

any relation with India.

Though India is present in continent Asia, in north Himalayas are standing

like a big wall and looks differentiated. Because India has sea in all the sides it is

treated as special continent and called Indian continent by some of them. Though

India belongs to Asia continent because of Himalayas it is seen as special continent.

Though Srilanka is situated in the down very much below physically it is very

powerful country, one should understand. Asia is the biggest among all the

continents in the world. In that India is the biggest country which is not only seen

as a separate continent but it is like motherland for spiritual power and spiritual

study and divinity. To reveal dharmas, God has taken birth previously 5 times

and 6th birth also in India only. Because of God’s birth India is special. In the 6th

birth God revealed all his dharmas, so India is considered very special. There are

194 countries in the world and still God has taken all his births in India only, so

with these we can say India is really a special country.

INDIAN OCEAN

The creator of the world is only one, he is Paramatma. He is also called as

God. God is very powerful, bounded to dharmas and he is without any form. Such

God is unknown, who is he? Where is he? How is he? Such great person when

takes birth on earth. Divine power (Atma Shakti) will gives hints of his presence

on earth and even wont move from earth. Earth consists of 73% water and 27%

land. Srilanka is situated below to India and fully surrounded with water. India

consist water on three sides and Srilanka consists water on all the sides and as if

touching India on one side, we can see the same in the atlas. Because, presence

of water between India and Srilanka, Srilanka looks as special and a small

continent. In continent Asia, India looks as separate continent and Srilanka looks

as separate continent divided from Indian continent. Ocean is the big reason for

dividing the Srilanka from India.
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Though land is divided into small parts as continents but ocean’s are not

divided, but, named each ocean using the land surrounded in that region. Similarly,

the water flowing down the India and Srilanka is called as “Indu Maha Samudhram”

(Indian Ocean). Nearly 70% water and 30% land is there, that too the ocean

situated down the India was named as “Indu Maha Samudhram” (Indian Ocean)

in krutha yugam, itself. Though the time is passing on from the world exists, in

the first Yuga i.e. krutha yugam itself the water flowing down the India was

named as “Indu Maha Samudhram” (Indian Ocean).

Because India is situated in the southern down part of India, that’s why it

was named as India. As the time passed on instead of Indu country, it is being

called as Hindu country. As God told, as the time passes dharmas will become

adharmas, the meaningful name has been changed to meaningless name India.

Leaving the meaningful and great name, which was named because of “Indu

Maha Samudhram” (Indian Ocean) in the south? But using the name of the river

which is flowing in north named as Sindhu River which doesn’t have any importance

and meaning that name is being used. It is said that because of River Sindhu only

India got its name, is it not the stupidity! Some Hindu’s say because river Sindhu

is flowing in our country that’s why our country is Hindu country, to what extent

it is justified let us think little about it. Many questions arise because of this act.

First one, if the country is named because of Sindhu River then it should be

named as Sindhu country but not Hindu country? If it is changed over a passage

of time, then why are we not changing the countries name as Sindhu country

now?

Is there any perfect reason to call as Hindu country just because of River

Sindhu? Instead of using the name of Normal River which doesn’t have any

greatness for such a big country, why can’t we use the name of holy river Ganga

for naming the country and call as Ganga country. Another biggest river in India

is Brahmaputra, why can’t we name our country by calling as Brahmaputra country?

Sindhu River flows in Pakistan but not in India, so they have named a state as an

honour. There is a meaning if Pakistan name a state based on river Sindhu but in

what way it is meaningful to name Indian based on the river. Some of the Hindu’s

have formed few associations and saying we are protecting Hinduism and insulting

us. I want to question such persons. Do you know India’s past history? Do you

know that India stood first in divine knowledge and spiritual knowledge among

all the countries? In India only God came as Bhagavan and told the Dharma’s, do
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you know any one of it? Do you know the meaning of the word “Indu”? A person

who doesn’t have any divine knowledge should not say they are Indu’s. Not only

that person, those who are not related to divine knowledge feeling as though

they are not Indu’s. Now-a-days that who doesn’t know divine knowledge and

divine Dharma’s calling them as Hindu’s which belongs to our neighbour name.

Other name for divine knowledge is ‘Indu’. Among all the countries in the

world, India stands first in divine knowledge, that’s why it has been named as

Indu country. Indu country means divine country. People living here have divine

knowledge, that’s the main reason to get country name as Indu country. But

some ignorance say, our culture is Sindhu culture and the name has been derived

for it as, Hindu country. They say that the region surrounding Sindhu River should

be named as Hindu’s. But it is not like that, that’s why the word Hindu is

meaningless and not there in history. The meaningful word in history is Indu. So

let us call as Indu country.

DIVINE OCEAN

India can be proudly called as Indu country, the reason behind is “Indu

Maha Samudhram” or “Indian ocean”. In this eternal endless universe non-

understandable, formless God is spread all over. His power is spread allover the

earth, in one place it is situated more. Not only on earth but also in Galaxy,

various planets, various stars also his power is stored. Similar method is also on

earth. The surface of each is big. In that some lakhs of kilometers the power is

spread. In Thraitha yugam, this power was present in the ocean which is

surrounded Srilanka which is down in the south of India. Divinity is occupied with

dharma; dharma is occupied by divine knowledge. If Jnanam is known then dharma

will be known. That’s why our ancestors said God’s power is also known as Jnanam

power (divine power). This divine power is situated in the ocean which is down

the India, near to Srilanka, so it is called as Indian Ocean or Indu Maha Samudhram.

In krutha yugam, itself yogis who have divine knowledge has named it as “Jnana

Samudhram” or “divine ocean”. The word Indu is equal to the word Jnanam. So,

in that period itself yogis and jnani’s every one called Jnana Samudhram as Indu

Samudhram. Jnanam power is great to understand this; the word Maha has been
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included for Indu Samudhram i.e. Indu Maha Samudhram. In krutha yugam itself,

the word Maha has been added for Indu Samudhram is called as Indu Maha

Samudhram. With its power it is encouraging India, Srilanka and giving them

some powers. That’s why from then onwards Srilanka and India are filled with

divine knowledge. On earth among all the countries India and Srilanka stood first

for divine knowledge and spiritual knowledge. Here a question may arise for

some i.e. divine power is present in south, so the ocean is called as Indu Maha

Samudhram. You have said, because of the ocean only, India is called Indu country.

And now you are saying Srilanka is also filled with divine knowledge as similar to

India. By attaining divine power India has become Indu country and what

identification did Srilanka got. Answer for this questions in the next paragraph.

SRILANKA

Because of Indu Maha Samudhram Srilanka ot more benefited than India.

Srilanka is near to Indu Maha Samudhram. Many identified jnani’s have taken

birth in India. India is known as motherland for divine knowledge. India is the

base for many jnani’s that’s why it is being called as Indu country. Still there are

evidences that Srilanka is more benefited than India. They are, in world according

to spiritual conceptliberation (moksham) is greatest thing followed by Jnanam.

Jnanam makes us to known about the God where asliberation means absorbed

by God. So, the yogi’s who tries to attain God is Great than the yogi who knows

about God, it is also said in Bhagavad-Gita “Atma samyama yogam” in the 46th

verse,

“Tapasvi bodikho yogi jnani bopi mathodikaha,

Karmabyadhikaha yogi tasmadyogi bavarjuna”

In the above verse a yogi is greater than, a tapasvi, a jnani, who does

karma. So God himself told to Arjuna to change himself to a yogi. India got

Jnanam, so it is called as Indu country, but, Srilanka gotliberation (moksham)

which is greatest than Jnanam. India is known as motherland for jnani’s but it is

known that who has taken birth in Srilanka has attainedliberation. According to

jyothishya shastra moon is the master of divine knowledge i.e. moon is the

indication for divine knowledge (Jnanam). Shiva one among trimurthy’s also wore
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moon on his head to show that he is jnani. Not only that we are using moon’s

name for indication of Jnanam every where. Indu is another name for moon. So,

in krutha yugam, itself our ancestors have named Indu to represent Jnanam. The

word “Indu” is represented as Jnanam and “sri” is represented forliberation

(moksham). According to this “sri” is added to Lanka which is nearer to Indu

Maha Samudhram and called as Srilanka. We have to remember that which is

second nearest to Indu Maha Samudhram is called as Indu country and Lanka

which is first country near to Indu Maha Samudhram is called as Srilanka.

Among all the countries in the world, only one country name start with

word Sri, that country is Srilanka. Similarly, the name representing Jnanam is

only for Indu country. Srilanka which is beside our Indu country has kept up its

name as Srilanka, but Indu country got stuck in ignorance (ajnanam) and the

power of Maya (illusion) is more in our country, because of this Indu country is

now being called as Hindu country. The persons who call themselves as saviors of

Hindu dharams has lost the basic knowledge because of their ignorance, not

knowing the customs have fallen in the illusion of religion, they doesn’t know that

Indu dharams are Jnana dharams, though we are telling we are Indu’s not Hindu’s

and the word Indu has become as Hindu in between, they are not respecting any

of our words above that they are saying you are in confusion and saying Indu,

and warning us to change to Hindu. In certain places like Guntakallu, Mahanandi

etc they are treating us as other religion and saying we belong to some other

religion.

Now let us discuss about Srilanka. Ravana-Brahma was born in Srilanka in

Thraitha yugam. We have heard his history; still it is fresh in front of us in the

form of Ramayana. The people who have changed the word Indu as Hindu have

been talking ill about the great Ravana Brahma who is jnani not only that he is

trikala jnani, yogi and Brahma. Srilanka which is represented for liberation

(moksham), Ravana Brahma was born in that country only, Srilanka to attain

liberation was sketched as ajnani. We get a doubt, is that the same country

which was previously called as Indu country. Now in India much of ajnanam has

been increased, though this country has been changed to Hindu country, still as

our ancestors has named it as Indu country according to its name somewhere at

sometime the real Jnanam has been seen, and has been telling the secrets of

Jnanam which nobody knows. And it has been proving that our country is Indu

country. In front of all countries in the whole world, to prove that India is the real
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Indu country, this small book Bermuda Triangle (Thraitha Kara Rahasyam) is

narrated by us which was a mystery for everyone.

Now if we come to the matter, the ‘Sri’ in Srilanka is an award given to

Srilanka, which represents liberation (moksham). Similarly, Indu which represents

Jnanam (divine knowledge) came to our country and said as Indu country. Srilanka

is very much near to the Indu Maha Samudhram than Indu country that’s why

‘sri’ which is most valuable than the Indu has been added to Srilanka. Not only

that, country is blessed with syllable (beejakshara) ‘Lan’ means seed letter.

Few words followed by ‘0’ (zero), we call them as syllables (beejakshara).

In the word ‘beejakshara’ (syllable) there exists the word ‘beejamu’, which means

something generates from out of it. With this, it can be said that something is

generating from the word ‘Lan’. That is, the word ‘Lan’ is a seed (syllable) which

is in possession of some divine power. There exist two divine powers in the universe,

viz, universal power and supreme power. Our ancestors have denoted them with

two different syllables (beejaksharamulu). As prescribed by them, the syllable

‘hreem’ denotes universal and ‘Lan’ denotes supreme power. The word “om” or

“sri” denotes the supreme soul (Paramatma). Expect for Srilanka till now, no

country boasts of a name prefixed with beejakshara and syllable ‘om’ or ‘sri’.

Even Bharat (India) desh does not have the privilege, though it’s located adjacent

to Srilanka. It can therefore be said that, either it is the name or meaning or the

divine power; Srilanka is several times greater than what India is.

We have known the power that exists in the words ‘sri’ and ‘Lan’ of Srilanka.

That last word in the name Srilanka, ‘ka’ has no meaning. Some alphabets which

are pronounced at the end do not have meaning. Their utility is restricted only to

complete the word. For example, if we take the word ‘shapamu’ (curse), only

shaapa denotes the meaning (curse), whereas the end word mu has no meaning

at all. Similarly the word ka in Srilanka is just an end-word without any meaning.

Hence, it should be noted that only the words ‘sri’ and ‘Lan’ from Srilanka have a

powerful meaning.
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RAVANA BRAHMA

Srilanka, which has more significance that Indu desh (India) by all means

during the Thraitha yugam itself, has been the birth place of Ravana Brahma. As

a befitting person born in a befitting nation, Ravana was bestowed with the supreme

title ‘Brahma’ by the self enlightened persons. Even though, some have projected

Ravana in negative shades in the history; according to jnani’s Ravana is a great

person. Ravana is name and Brahma is an award. According to spiritual knowledge

the only meaning for Brahma is the biggest. In this world nobody is biggest than

the God. So the word Brahma can be used as God’s another name. The person

who by virtue of being is called ‘Brahma’ is like a God or is equivalent to ‘Eshwara’.

How come then that such a great person who is bestowed with the title ‘Brahma’

was looked down by our historians thereby degrading and insulting him.

If the word ‘Ravana’ is split into two, it will be Ra+ Vana. In our earlier

publications titled, “Mana Pandugalu” (our festivals), the word Rama was given

descriptive narration. There also the word Rama was split into two, viz. Ra+ Ma

and the meaning was narrated. In fact the word, ‘Rama’ is not only sacred but a

word of glory. Likewise, here too the word Ravana may be split as Ra + Vana. The

word vana means forest i.e. it means full of trees. Ra means destructions as we

already said it. The word “ram” is the seed letter for destruction, when letter ‘ma’

is removed from these only ‘Ra’ will be left, then also it means Ram only. So

‘Ram’ or ‘Ra’ both mean the same i.e. destruction. The meaning for the Ravana is

the person who destroys the forest. In detail, Maya is compared as forest and

Gunas as trees, the person who destroys them is called as Ravana. He was called

as Ravana Brahma in those days itself because he was a leader and such a great

person that he took initiation to destroy Maya. Ravana Brahma was a great spiritual

person. That’s why he was also called as Trikala jnani. In Thraitha yugam Ravana

Brahma was the only one person who knows that Indu Maha Samudhram is filled

with divine power so he used to frequently have bath in ocean. At that time only

he knows that if taken bath in Indu Maha Samudhram that divine power will get

into the person’s head. In those days there was so much power in Indu Maha

Samudhram. But these days that power is not there. We will discuss regarding

that later.
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Ravana Brahma was born in Thraitha yugam and attained moksham

(immortal), and made the name ‘Srilanka’ as a deserving name for the country.

Just like how Indu country is the place of birth for the many jnani’s, similarly, to

make name ‘Srilanka’ as a deserving name for the country Ravana Brahma took

birth in Srilanka and attained moksham (immortal). Ravana Brahma is not only

jnani but he is a yogi, nobody knows this now. He has been projected as an

ajnani (ignorant). It is purely our bad luck but nothing else, that not recognizing

Ravana Brahma’s greatness and decency. Our India though it is Indu country

because of illusion, it has become Hindu country; the great Ravana Brahma was

portrayed very cheaply. God has already told in Bhagavad gita, as time passes

on, dharmas will become adharmas, previously the Indu’s the followers of dharmas

have become Hindu’s following adharmas. God said when dharmas will change

into adharmas; I will come on earth to keep up the dharmas. So we can expect,

any time God may come to earth and change us as Indu’s. Now with ignorance

(ajnanam) the Dravidian’s and Aryan’s are having regional difference, and Aryan

poets have portrayed Ravana as bad. With this people are unable to decide what

is good and what is bad, and are unable to know the truth about Ravana and

treating him as bad. In many aspects we have understood Ravana as a bad

person. So, Ravana Brahma has become bad in every one’s point of view. Let’s

take an example regarding this.

Sura means alcoholic drink which was consumed by Goddesses, this point

is known by few but not by all. In those days, the alcohol which was consumed by

Goddess is now-a-days known as Brandy, whisky etc. in those days those who

consume Sura were known as Sura’s. If not all but some knows that Sura’s means

goddess. Those who consumed Sura were known as Sura’s and those who don’t

consume Sura were known as Asura’s. At that time, those who declared Ravana

Brahma as Asura have also declared Goddess as Sura. According to this now you

tell, who is great? Ravana Brahma the Asura or the Sura Goddess? Now, see I will

tell you another issue. One person said to a drunkard “no donkey will drink like

this” then the drunkard said “you are correct because I am a human being I am

drinking and you are a donkey you are not drinking”. In the first person’s point of

view the person who drinks is a donkey but from drunkard point of view, the

person who won’t drink is equal to donkey. Similarly Ravana Brahma is Asura, he

doesn’t consume any Sura (alcoholic drink) so he has been known as Rakshasa.

From this we can know that he is not understood properly.
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Ravana Brahma has taken away Sita who was in the forest with this incident

he has been portrayed as a bad man and ignorant (ajnani). He did not take Sita

with any bad intention. Nearly 10 months Sita was under Ravana. Sita was given

as a daughterly care by Ravana Brahma for that period. For her service ten maids

were appointed. Weekly once he used to visit Sita along with his wife and used to

know the where about’s of Sita. He told the reason to Sita why she has been

brought there. Ravana told to Sita that his death is in the hands of Rama, which

he already informed his wife Mandodari. His death will happen at Srilanka only

and that to because of Sita only. Rama will come to Srilanka, Ravana told all

these to Sita. He also told that you will know in future what type of person Rama

is. As Ravana is trikala jnani he already told his death time also to Sita. Sita dint

feel at anytime that Ravana was bad. Sita could recognize that Ravana was a yogi

and jnani. That’s why she never spoke ill about Ravana any time.

If we go in-depth and try to know about Ravana Brahma’s birth we will get

to know the secret. Few may believe my words and few may not, secret means

which is unknown to anyone. Ravana’s birth is a secret, so for Atleast few should

not know then only it will be a secret. Then only the meaning of the word secret

will be sustained. That’s why, if I tell it also only few will know it, everyone will

not know. As we already discussed that there is some divine power around Srilanka.

That divine power wanted to show, what is divine knowledge on earth.

What is yogam? At last what isliberation? To show an example for people on earth

and to give direct visibility about Jnanam, yogam, moksham that divine power

has taken birth as Ravana Brahma. In this way a person was born in Lanka. A

divine power was born on earth and was called as Ravana, Ravana Brahma. In

this way that power has been called as Brahma and showed Jnanam, yogam in

the form of Ravana in real life. At last according to Brahma Vidya conditions only

he attained moksham. From this we can understand that Ravana Brahma is not

an ordinary person, he is a power and it is understood that he showed the power

of Jnana, yoga and moksha. From this we can understand the person who was

born as Ravana Brahma is very great person. The people who portrayed him as a

bad are real ignorant. We heard that Ravana Brahma has 10 heads and he is

known as Dasa kanta (ten necks). In this, we can say the word Dasa Kanta is not

correct. But from one aspect Dasa headed is correct. Ravana Brahma IQ

(intelligence quotient) is equal to IQ of ten persons, that’s why he is called as

Dasa headed. From this we can say that Ravana Brahma has ten heads (with
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regard to IQ) but it doesn’t mean he has ten heads physically. Calling Ravana

Brahma as Dasa kanta is not correct because no persons have ten heads when

one don’t have ten head how can have ten kanta (neck). So it is clear that calling

Dasa kanta is not correct and it’s false.

THE POWER IN THE OCEAN

We have already discussed that divine power is more in Indu Maha

Samudhram that’s why our country is named as Indu country and the country

beneath is named as Srilanka. Now any one may ask a question, that is! Till now

no scientist or researcher said that there is some power in Indu Maha Samudhram,

on what base you are telling this, which no one had told before? For this my

answer is! I told there is a divine power, but that won’t have any proof to show or

prove the divine power because divine power is not visible. So it cannot be shown

visibly. Invisible divine power can be known by invisible intellect (buddhi). To

know this, also it depends on once intellectual.

Previously there was divine power in Indu Maha Samudhram but now that

power is not present there. Now some may question me, “how you are able to tell

about that power, if asked by any one, to be on safer side you are saying now

that power is not there, is it fact. For this our answer is, we said that power is not

present at that place but we dint said that power is not there at all. The power

previously which was in Indu Maha Samudhram has changed its place and is at

another place. To understand more about that power I will give you some more

details.

Human body is related to nature and it is made of 5 elements i.e. sky, fire,

water, air and earth. In the human body which is made of 5 elements there is a

power in the brain to have command over the 5 elements of the nature. This

power which is present in human is known as ‘Divine power or Atma power’. The

Atma or Atma power in the body is not seen. The power of Atma is spread all over

body and doing various works. Body is alive only if Atma is present in it. If Atma

is not there body doesn’t work. As Atma power is making body with 5 elements

work similarly divine power makes the planets, asteroids, and meteor’s works. In

the universe there is no star or planet which doesn’t have Atma. When Atma
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power is not there that is equal to a dead body. The stars, asteroids and planets

when Atma power leaves them they are similar to a dead body. As how a dead

body gets decayed and gets destroyed similarly in the universe the planets, stars

and asteroids with out Atma power they go back to a Dark hole and cannot be

traced. As humans have burial pits in the burial ground similarly planets

and stars have black hole. The scientists are saying them black holes we

have been calling them Dark holes.

In this way the burial pit for human and the black holes for star and planets

both are same or equal. As how a man is getting shrunk in the earth in the burial

pit, similarly, the planets and stars are getting shrunk in the darkness of the

black holes and cannot be traced. It is understood that, as humans are having

graveyard in the same way planets are having black holes. The Atma power

which is in a man’s head is making him execute all the functions. Similarly for the

ocean also there will be some divine power some where in the ocean and execute

the functions. As we are telling that on earth in Indu Maha Samudhram that

power is there. That divine power was present over there in krutha yugam, Thraitha

yugam and Dwapara yugam but in kaliyugam from 3112 A.D. that power is not

there. In kaliyugam that divine power was there till 2000 years but later it has

shifted to northern America beside Florida State, it is located in 20 to 24 lakhs

kilometers. Since 3112 years it is over there now. From there itself the power is

being spread to all the places. As how the body is executing things with the help

of power units in the body, similarly, with that divine power all the things have

been executing on the earth. Now what we have said is the secret of that power

which no scientists know about it and told about it. In Thraitha yugam Ravana

knows about this power and now in kaliyugam we are revealing it. From the time

of Ravana Brahma to now Prabodhananda yogeeshwarlu nothing was mentioned

about this divine power.
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THE POWER TRIANGLE – BERMUDA TRIANGLE

The sun which is far away from earth but its rays are passing through out

the world, similarly the Atma power which is in the head, spreads its power to the

whole body and the divine power which is in the ocean, is at one place but is

spreading its power on the earth and executing things and giving power to the 5

elements, which are the part of nature and executing things how & when they

have to be done.

Through spiritual study we came to know that the Brahma nadi which is in

the head is giving power to all the parts which are made of 5 elements and

according to the Jeeva’s deed. He is able to experience happiness & sorrows.

Similarly, if the earth is compared to a body, then the power in the ocean is giving

power to the parts of the earth, this is also according to spiritual study. From this

we can know that the spiritual study in the body and outside the body, they are

two. As we already told that, there are two types Bhutha’s and Mahabhutha’s.

One can say Bhuthas means jeeva also. Mahabhutha’s means sky, air, fire, water

and earth. As we already said this in one of our writings titled “Ghosts – Bhuthas

the true incidents”. In this book what we discussed till now regarding the power

in the ocean is about the 5 elements .i.e. water. One should remember that till

now what all we discussed is only about water.

According to Brahma Vidya shastra, if there is Jeeva’s presence then

obviously Atma will also be there. Whatever we are discussing, it should be

scientific. We should not go across shastra’s. Jeeva, Atma are something like twin

Atma’s. if one is present then other also should be there, when these two Atma’s

are there then obviously the third one also will be there, which is greater than

these two i.e. Paramatma (the supreme soul). As we already discussed the first

one is Jeevatma, second is Atma and the third one is Paramatma. Because of

these three Atma’s only “Thraitha doctrine” has been introduced. Knowing the

methods of these three Atma’s is real divine knowledge. If we go in details

according to divine knowledge then jeeva is at one place in the body, Atma is

spread all over the body. From this it is understood that Jeevatma is not all over

the body only Atma is spread all over the body. If we come to the third Atma .i.e.

Paramatma it is every where inside the body and outside the body. Jeevatma and

Atma both are related to each other but Paramatma is not related to any Atma.
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Jeevatma and Atma both are traveling together in birth & death. Paramatma

doesn’t mix up with Atma & Jeevatma at all. Paramatma is spread all over it

doesn’t travel from one place to another because it is everywhere, here and

there. In a body there are three Atma’s i.e. Jeevatma, Atma and Paramatma and

among them Jeevatma and Atma are like twin’s and Paramatma is special and he

wont mix up with any of the Atma. This method is present in everybody and

should be known to everybody that’s why in our body parts our hands have three

lines representing this rule. In our hand two lines starting individually and ending

united and other line is totally different, it is not connected to any line. The three

Atma’s method in our body is in everybody’s hand.

Paramathma

Atma

Jevaatma
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As told in a human body, Atma is present. Similarly, in planets, asteroid

and star’s bodies also Atma is present. Around 3112 years ago the three Atma’s

were in a triangular shape similar to the three lines seen in our hand in Indu

Maha Samudhram. At that time nobody knows that the triangle is representing

the three Atma’s. In kaliyugam till 2000 years the triangle power was in Indu

Maha Samudhram but from 3112 years onwards it has shifted to left side of

northern America in the ocean it is in the shape of triangle. The Atma power is

spread about 24 lakhs kilometers in the shape of triangle. Whatever I am telling

from starting onwards, you might feel it as a wonder story and it is unbelievable.

So to realize that my words are true let us discuss the incident which happened

in 1950 September 16th a big ship got vanished at that particular triangular place.

Previously also similar incident has happened at that same place to have base for

my words that there is a power in the ocean is 1947 December 5th at a time 6

aircrafts also got disappeared. But at that time it was not realized that the planes

were disappeared because of the invisible power in the ocean. When a steamer

disappeared in 1950 then people understood that there is an invisible power at

that place. Everybody knows that at a particular place a ship was disappeared

but how it got disappeared no one knows. Later also at that triangular place

some planes, ships got disappeared. It was a confused stage that how was it

happening. To know that secret many scientists and researchers tried but those

who went for research went missing and couldn’t able to traced back. From these

others were scared and left the idea of research over there. From then onwards

that particular area was recognised and abandoned. So that nobody goes there.

That particular area is named as “Bermuda triangle”. Many of them know that the

Bermuda triangle in the ocean is a dangerous place. But nobody knows why it is

happening? Who is doing like this? This is unknown secret.

In the year 1938 a ship which was carrying 5500 tons weight disappeared

in a span of one or two minutes. There are no evidences about broke down of

ship or it is drowned. The people who were researching this said that “what might

be happened to such a big ship only God and ocean knows, but no one else” a

war plane while going in the sky went into that area, very little portion. Because

it had wireless connections with the departure station the pilot could inform to

the station what was happening. As the plane entered the area of Bermuda triangle

the points of the meters in the dash board were just rotating fast, with that the

speed of the plane was unknown and in which direction it was traveling even that

was unknown. The meters did not even show on how much height was the plane
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flying. The pilot informed to the station master whatever was happening over

there. The plane was not flying according to the pilot’s instructions. The pilot was

in total confusion stage. Mean while the clouds surrounded the plane and in

between there was a cave seen. Plane went into that cave till then pilot was

informing after that what happened he couldn’t tell. Meanwhile the radio connection

of the plane got disconnected. It is not known what had happened but later that

plane was untraceable and got disappeared. In this way some information was

gathered by a plane. It was realized that the triangle which was recognized by

America in that particular area it was happening like this but nobody understood

what happened to the ships & planes. It remained as a mystery Bermuda triangle

to the science. Meaning of the Triangle is, which has three corners. Bermuda

is the name of a small island. Accordingly it was named as Bermuda

triangle.

In the previous three Yuga’s the divine power or Atma power was in the

triangular shape in Indu Maha Samudhram. When it was there nobody knows

about its shape or its power. Recently about 60 years ago the some came to know

about the triangular shape which is in Atlantic Ocean. The triangular shaped

power which was in Indu Maha Samudhram is presently beside the northern

America. It is at Atlantic Ocean in the same shape as it was at Indu Maha

Samudhram. That power which was at south India since 39 lakhs years. As 2000

passed in kaliyugam, at once it has changed its base from Indu Maha Samudhram

to Atlantic Ocean. Behind this there will be a definite reason. Previously in

kaliyugam 3112 years ago the power which was in triangle shape in Indu Maha

Samudhram, now also it is in the same shape if we see the reasons, it follows like

this:

According to spiritual study, it is known that 5 elements (pancha Bhuthas)

are also having Atma. It might be any Bhutha (any living being) Atma will be

there in its body. As we already discussed, not only Jeevatma and Atma but

Paramatma will also be there. To represent the three Atma’s message the power

on the water is in the triangular shape. Jeevatma, Atma are like twins but the

third one Paramatma is special than these two. To understand this in better way
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it is seen that in the triangle also one corner is special which represents Paramatma.

From below picture you can know the shape of the divine power which was in

Indu Maha Samudhram and now at Atlantic Ocean.

As showing in the picture the power on the water is spread in triangle

shape. In the picture the corners 1, 2 are Jeevatma and Atma. 1 is Jeevatma and

2 are Atma which has slight difference from corner 1. The line from corner 2

which is traveling towards Paramatma corner 3 is straight and equal. Similarly

the line (corner 2) from Atma to Jeevatma is going straight upwards is 90 degree

angle. It is further to state that the line from Jeevatma, the 1st corner towards

the 3rd corner i.e. Paramatma, is since bent by 45 degree, the portion of the 1st

corner is small than that of the portion of the 2nd corner. Whereas, the portion at

the 3rd corner which is recognized as that of the Paramatma is longer in length

and is different from the other two corners. The Jeevatma, Atma which are said

as twins in the body are in a same row, the Paramatma is standing different than

these two on other side. As similar to the two lines in our palm merge at one

point and the third line is seen with a separate identity in the opposite it resembles

as a triangular shape. It is an astonishing fact that the Jeevatma, Atma and

Paramatma are in a triangular shape as the ocean which are according to God’s

dharma. In the Atlantic Ocean that particular place is a banned area. In that area

both ships on water or planes in the sky also are totally untraceable and it is a

mystery nobody knows about that.

The highly talented persons in the world also tried to know about it but

even they went untraceable. At last by leaving that matter aside which nobody

understood, that area has been declared as a prohibited area. There is Atma

power (spiritual power) in that part of ocean in triangle shape. Atma has arranged

3 corners to show that wherever Atma is there, there will be Jeevatma

Atma

Jevaatma

Paramathma

1

2 3
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and Paramatma together. One who knows the Atma knowledge which is in

between Jeevatma and Paramatma, he is called as Atma jnani. A person if not

Atma jnani and might be enjoying good status and positions on earth but still

Atma considers him as a person who doesn’t have respect towards Atma. According

to this formula, the pilots, captains who went near Bermuda triangle are not

Atma jnani’s that’s why they went untraceable in that power. The vehicles which

were driven by them also disappeared. Many scientists also who doesn’t have

Atma Jnanam when went near that place also got disappeared. The one who

knows Atma Jnanam if so goes to that place nothing will happen to him though it

is said as a dangerous place. Such person will have the backing of the spiritual

power. The person spiritually enlightened and the person having knowledge of

Brahma Vidya Shastram, they may go near that triangle how many ever times,

nothing will happen to them and there will be no danger for them. Till now no

such persons have gone to that place.

In the Atlantic Ocean which is beside the America, from past 200 – 300

years some of the planes, ships got disappeared. Some knows that those which

went to that place dint return but they don’t know that either they got submerged

in the ocean or got burst. Nobody answered these questions because to answer

them there is no evidence or base. If anybody asks me these questions I can

easily escape asking saying that highly intelligent scientists and highly educated

people could not gave explanations then how can I? But I won’t escape like that.

Till now what ever has been in this book are all secrets and nobody knows them.

By disclosing several secrets and not disclosing the curious facts doesn’t look

good. I will not approach the five shastra’s in the world they are, no way related

to me. But here questions are related to the 6th shastra i.e. Brahma Vidya shastra.

So, disclosing things which are related to Brahma Vidya shastra in my duty.

There are incidents where ships got submerged in ocean either while starting

or leaving to Florida. It may be some technical problem or something else but we

can’t say exactly that they submerged near Bermuda triangle. In 1938 march, a

big ship which was 426 feet long and carrying 39 crew members and 5500 tons

weight which was traveling from Britain to America with in 2 minutes went missing.

In fact that ship went missing at Bermuda triangle area only. Though it was

declared from 1950 onwards that they went missing in Bermuda triangle, but

what am saying is even the ship went missing in 1938 is also at Bermuda triangle

only. To understand how they went missing in the ocean, lets us take the instance
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of the ship which went missing in 1938, which carried 5500 tons weight. If we

understand about all the things which are missing at this triangle.

The heavy ship which was traveling from Britain to Florida by mistake entered

the area of Bermuda triangle. They don’t know that there is a danger at that

place. On that day the ship which was 426 feet long and carrying 39 crew members,

a cloud came across that ship entered into the cloud it took nearly one minute or

one and half minute to go into the cloud. Nothing has happened to the ship or to

the crew members. Just the ship entered into the cloud which came across the

way, was like thick smoke. After sometime cloud got melted and disappeared.

But the ship was not traced. What happened to the big ship within a minute? Did

it met with any accident or broke down into pieces? What happened to the 5500

tons material? Did the ship got sunk into ocean? So many questions are arising,

the answer for these questions are like this,

Q.1) what happened to the ship?

Ans: Nothing happened to ship

Q.2) did it broke down?

Ans: no

Q.3) did it met with any accident?

Ans: no accident took place.

Q.4) did the people in the ship die?

Ans: not even a single member died or got injured.

Q.5) what happened to the material in the ship?

Ans: nothing happened to material. It is as it was.

Q.6) did the ship got sunk totally?

Ans: no, not at all
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After knowing these answers for all the questions at last a question may

arise, if nothing has happened then where is the ship? For this our answer would

be like this! Normally the ship went into the cloud around one and half minute.

The ship which went into the cloud like that later after few minutes it came out.

But we only know the ship entering the cloud. After entering into the cloud it was

not connected to any Radar. As far as I know it was not seen when the ship was

coming out. Cloud got melted and was not seen. “Now some may ask me that the

ship which was not traceable for the radar association also, how you could tell

that it came out normally after some time. The ship which was not seen to any

body how could you know? Are you telling knowingly?” there is chance of asking

me like this. For this the reply is, I know very well that the answer which I am

telling is a question mark for everybody. Not only that but they might think am

unsound mind? I know that every body will be in a confused stage. But as I very

well know what happened that’s why I am telling. You might think like that because

you don’t know what happened. If we keenly observe what has happened there

without knowing by you it is like this!

The captain of the huge ship, Capt. Parslow and his assistants have as

usually steered the ship through the cloud. After some time i.e. after nearly 15

minutes, it came out of the cloud. Capt. Parslow who steered the ship out of the

cloud, driving the ship as usual looked the compass (diksoochi). At that time he

noticed that the compass is not showing any direction, but displaying the directions

erratically. Since it was not functioning properly, he looked at the other compass.

Even that too was not functioning. He later looked at the speed-o-meter to know

the speed of the ship, but it too was not functioning. Later, he noticed that every

machine in the ship is not functioning properly. Then, he suspected whether the

huge ship was traveling on the Atlantic Ocean or not, immediately he conveyed a

message to the port through telegraph, the technology of which was prevailing at

that time. But there was not response. At this juncture the crew was in a dilemma,

but, since the ship was moving that had some carriage. The sky was visible and

as usual the ship was moving on the sea, hence they had no suspicion. The only

concern was lack of sunshine and the clouds looked stormy. They were not aware

till then that they had lost contact with seaport. Traveling so, after few hours,

they unexpectedly noticed the sea shore. Capt. Parslow was unable to recognize

either the location or the shore. He could not view any seaport at that place.

While the sea shore was located at half-a-kilometer distance, he stopped the
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ship. There all the crew members got into small life boats and reached the shore.

While moving in the small boats, they felt that the water was heavy. After reaching

the shore they could ascertain that the place they landed is not at all in America.

They found no trace of humans, up to the distance they could view. The place

looked like a rocky terrain. At this juncture, they felt that the atmosphere is some

what adverse for human habitation, within 10 to 15 minutes, they felt drowsy,

apart a feeling that their stomach are full and tight. Wherever the crew sat they

slipped into sleep at their places. The sequences were ascertained till their

functioning of mind was normal. After they slipped into sleep, even I could not

ascertain what happened next. Till such time they were in a conscious state of

mind, their thoughts and actions reflected before me and were useful in

determining, the reality. But what happened later has to be narrated on mere

imaginations and there is no scope to tell what took place. Later, all the crew

members did not come to a conscious state. Hence, nothing can be told.

Now, let us revert back to the questions raised about the ship and sea, the

answers given by us. That ship doesn’t meet with any accident, ship did not

broke down and even crew members did not die or injured. The answers given by

us are fact; ship reaching to a shore, the crew members used life boats to reach

the shore, the members slipping into sleep all these are facts. Lets us come to

the sources of imaginations now, after this incident in 1938, let us take another

incident happened on 5th December 1947, mysterious disappearance of six US

fighter planes over the Bermuda triangle and if look into details and what happened

on that day

As part of military exercise, the five air force jets, the air force wing of USA

was given a target by air force officers to rain bombs on the target in the sea. The

five air force planes were to hit the target at 500 kms distance in the sea. The

pilot air force jet would fly ahead, followed by the five air force jets. Its objective

is to gather information in advance and there by instruct the five air force jets to

bombard the designated targets. Accordingly, a few minutes after the pilot air

force jet left the base, the five other air force jets followed it. the pilots of the

fighter jets have to follow the path as directed by the ground officials of the air

force. After the huge ship disappeared during 1938, after 9 years, i.e. in 1947,

the jet fighters have disappeared. Even then, no one could understand the

mysterious triangle, over the sea. Ultimately, during the year 1950, when another

ship disappeared on 16th September, it was determined that these occurrences
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were in fact taking place over a particular area of the sea. Concluding that the

area is in a triangular shape, it was named as “Bermuda Triangle”. Until then,

nobody was aware that the area is in a triangle shape. During 1947, the air force

jets have gone over the triangle area of the sea. When the pilot jet fighter first

entered the area (triangle shaped), the pilot was unaware as to in which direction

he was moving, at what height the jet was flying, at what distance and height is

he from the ground and at what speed he was moving. All the equipments in the

fighter jet have become non-functional. The light, in the fighter jet got switched

on their own. The fighter jet was moving. It was surrounded by white clouds and

there upon it seemed as if the jet passed into a cave of clouds through a visible

path. At that time, a cloud come across and the jet fighter moved through it. Till

such time, the pilot was well aware of what’s going on.

The cloud that surrounded the jet passed after a while. By that time, the

pilot could ascertain that the jet had already landed. The pilot was amazed at the

sudden occurrence of the plane passing through a cloud and found it landed on

the ground. He was dazed at the happening since the jet had not landed on the

runway but on an ordinary ground. Apart this, he noticed yet another astonishing

scene. That is, he found the other five jet planes following him at some distance.

Spell-bound, he presumed, is it a dream or what? At the same time, unable to

think further, he slipped into a state of sleep. All these sequences look like an

unbelievable story. Apart from this, there is a chance to presume it as imaginary

story. But, if we explain it with a right sense, something is likely to be understood.

In the view of the world, the mysterious disappearance of a huge ship in

1938, followed by the disappearance of six air force jet planes, have been concluded

“lost”. But, as an author of this book, I was not only able to record the sequence

of events but also as to what actually took place there. Since the crew and pilots

in both these incidents have slipped into a state of sleep, further information was

snapped. Indeed, it is a tough task to analyze the minds of the people at that

particular time when the events took place and to let the same narrated by my

mind. With a firm resolve a person will be able to reach afresh a state of mind by

constant practice of situations, the mind as a particular plane, to explore something

in particular: At this stage, a person can know what he aspires to know from the

memory recorder of mind. A firm resolve and concentration of mind is required to

reach this state. The resolve should be made in advance to know such and such

a thing and ensure that unwavering concentration is attained without any
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hindrances. Even the aspect of exploring a particular thing should also be kept

aloof. Getting into that state of voidness is the state which gives the desired fruit.

In that state, the mind attains “Brahma Yogam” remaining a while   in such a

state, the aspect which was decided to explore by the memory, views a live

broadcast of the sequences of those persons minds, who were present at the

time of occurrence of an event. It is totally with a strong resolve, who would be

able to realize what the inner memory intends to explore from the annals of the

past. Attaining the state of “Brahma Yogam” is hard, by mere control over the

mind. Only those who attain a state of “Brahma Yogam” in a true sense with a

strong resolve will be able to exploit the past events.

This aspect is not that easy as narrated. Whoever it may be, the one who

conquers and controls the mind and obtains the state of “Brahma Yogam”: even

afterwards there is a possibility to forget what is intended to know. Out of a

hundred, ninety persons would slip into a state of sleep after reaching the state

of “Brahma Yogam”, only those who succeed in not slipping into a state of sleep,

such conscious person would succeed in fulfilling their intended objective to know

a particular aspect. At that time such a person’s mind can penetrate into the past

event and can reach the mind of the person’s related with the event and can

personally note the information stored. It is a tougher task than attaining a state

of “Brahma Yogam” to go into the past and know what actually took place. Any

person, with a strong and unwavering resolve can penetrate into past by the

medium of mind and can unravel the secrets by reading the layers of mind of the

numbers related with the event. A person with such a resolve should succeed in

controlling his own mind and self conscious. After repeated attempts, I was able

to succeed and know the ultimate thing. And, basing on the intended subject

matter explained I was able to narrate the sequence of the event. With the very

moment when mind of the person related with the event slips into a state of

sleep’ the later happenings cannot be unfolded, likewise all the sequences of the

events which took place during 1938 and 1947 were unfolded only until the

persons involved with the events were in a conscious state. Since they slipped

into a state of sleep later, their minds became inactive and what happened next

was not know.

The later happenings have been told by purely imagination but cannot be

told as witnessed happening. Even I too have come to an imaginative conclusion

as to what might have happened. Hence, what might have took place in the later
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stages; it may be true as also equally untrue. What was told earlier about the

incidents which took place with regard to the big cargo ship or the airforce planes

is infact true. One huge ship and six planes involved in the mysterious

disappearance though the incidents took place at different times, both the incidents

almost relate with each other. The huge ship, though passed through the cloud,

it seemed as if it is sailing over the sea. Later the ship crew reached the shore

with the help of life boats. Whereas, the pilot leading the air force planes, after

travelling through the cloud, surprisingly found him on the ground. Similarly, the

five war planes which followed him were seen landed at some distance in the

back. But to the external world, both the ship and the war planes which have

mysteriously disappeared after entering the cloud. Even though they disappeared

to the external view, the flight and ship crew were unharmed and safe for some

time. In the view of the common people though they disappeared mysteriously,

the spiritually enlightened persons could view their presence. What is intended

to be known here is who led the huge cargo ship and its crew to the shore? What

is it that a cloud had come across? Likewise, how is it that the pilot of air force

plane come across a cloud and once it passed through, how is it possible to find

it stranded on ground?  What is that power which could land the air force plane?

How is that the five air force planes following it land there? What is that a cloud

coming as a hurdle to the ship and planes? Where is that particular shore where

the ship crew landed and the ground where the planes landed? Is it that both the

places where the ship and planes landed were unknown to anyone? So many

questions are emerging like this. Answers to all these questions are not possible

to know either though the air force pilot as though Capt. Parslow. Since they

slipped into a state of sleep there is no scope to get answers from them. The only

option left is, we have to answer ourselves on sheer assumptions and

presumptions. Some of the guessing may be true and some may not be true.

Hence what Iam going to tell may not be totally true.

My conclusion about the disappearance of a huge ship during 1938 over

the Atlantic Ocean (Bermuda Triangle) is - on that particular day, the British ship

sailed into the powerful triangular shaped field over Atlantic Ocean. Neither Cap.

Parslow nor the other crew members had any spiritual knowledge. Only those

who possess spiritual knowledge will have the ability to enter the powerful place.

Those who disregard and disbelieve god and enter powerful field they are bound

to face the fury of that invisible power. It is the reason why the fury is unleashed
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on the unwise/ foolish person who entered the powerful triangle shaped field.

During the Thraitha yuga itself, the ‘Atma Shakthi’ was in the Indian Ocean, took

birth in a human form, as “Ravana Brahma” and “Ravana Brahma” lived as a role-

model for spiritual enlightenment, self-realization and showed ways and means

for humanity for attaining liberation. The “Atma Shakthi” implanting some of its

own power in the bodily form of “Ravana Brahma” has put in its best efforts to

impact ways and means for humanity as to how to get enlightened and how to

reach the path of salvation (Moksha). People could not realize the greatness and

objective of Ravana Brahma’s birth, instead put a scar with ugly remarks by

calling him a sex-maniac and a destructive person. This tendency of humans at

that time enraged the power which was over the Indian Ocean. We have earlier

revealed that the Triangular shaped power stationed over the Indian Ocean at

that time is the same power stationed over the Atlantic Sea in the triangular

shape, and a part of that power is the human form of “Ravana Brahma”. It can be

affirmed that there is no difference between “Ravana Brahma” of that time and

the present power which is in a triangular shape over the Atlantic Ocean. Why

not Ravana Brahma feels furious by the way people keep insulting him in an

unfair way? Hence whenever unwise people enter the powerful triangular area

over the ocean, the invisible power is getting anger. The power which shows

respect for the wise persons is safeguarding and ensuring their safe passage is

getting furious at others. It can, therefore be said that the power over the ocean

had vented its anger over the crew members of the ship. Despite the grudge and

anger, the power did not harm them. It gave a chance even at that time also to

transform themselves as enlightened ones. Though the effect it puts to transform

them as spiritually enlightened ones is a good gesture; taking them perpetually

away from their families is definitely a punishment. As per my evaluation though

the punishment looks a small one, for the victims it is a rigorous punishment.

Those who are not spiritually enlightened will definitely call it a rigorous

punishment.

In our earlier book titled “Ghosts – Bhuthas The True Incidents”, it was not

only described clearly but narrated about the role played by “Clouds” in the

“God’s Kingdom”. By realizing the power which is over the Atlantic Ocean in a

triangular shape, a cloud itself came on the ocean a small form just a kilometer

away on the way the ship is heading to. As to how the ship is approaching it, the

cloud ensured that its shape too is grown in size. As soon as the ship reached it,
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the cloud surrounded the ship and thereby everything invisible for the ship. For

nearly 10 to 15 minutes, though the ship crew felt that they were passing through

the cloud; a mysterious thing happened during the span which either the ship

crew members were aware or which anyone grasps. Within the short period, the

cloud took away the huge ship to a planet which is crores and crores of miles

away from the earth. That planet is not in the listed planets which we know.

There was an ocean on that planet too. Hence, the cloud left the ship on the

ocean of that planet too. Hence the cloud left the ship on the ocean of that

planet, that too adjacent to the shore. As the ship was left on the ocean of that

planet by the cloud, the crew had no doubt since they were sailing in the ship

over the ocean. But they were totally unaware that they themselves and the ship

had left the planet earth itself.

They got down from the ship and boarded the small life boats and reached

on the shore and noticed the surroundings. They could either realize the alien

place or the country and could not understand where they are. In the meantime,

the cloud that brought the ship crew to the place, forced them to slip into a state

of sleep. They all woke up after one hour. In that span of one hour, whatever the

crew members had in the store of their memory that got deleted as similar to the

memory deleted from a computer system. Since that time the ship crew became

unaware of the past. They could realize that they had landed there through ship.

Since their memory power had become blank, they were unaware of the later

happenings. What might have happened afterwards is narrated on mere

presumption but not gathered from any reliable sources. After waking up from a

state of sleep, the ship crew members felt as if they were re-born again. Once

the past is totally erased from memory it is a similar that even the past birth is a

past affair. Though the body and life had not underwent any change it is equivalent

with a new life. On the unknown planet like the earth, there also existed humans.

All of them are spiritually enlightened humans and the humans from the earth

got mingled with such enlightned humans. Since the earth borne humans of the

enlightened planet, they have transformed into wise and enlightened persons. In

a way, though it is a punishment for the missing ship crew members of planet

earth, is it not a blessing in disguise for such meritorious transformation as

spiritually enlightened persons! There is such a long story behind the events is

the ‘triangular shaped power’ which is on the Atlantic Ocean.
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Let us now discuss about the incident of dissappearance of US war planes

during the year 1947. The pilot war plane took off from the air base at first.

Thereafter five more war planes took off within a few minutes gap. The pilot war

plane which took-off from Florida air-base was flying over the triangular area

over the Atlantic Ocean. It has travelled nearly 500 kms over the ocean from

Florida. At that time, the entire communication system got jammed. That apart,

communication got disconnected from the earth base. As also the communication

with five other war planes following the pilot plane at 100 Kms distance was also

disconnected. All the electronic meters, devices and equipment in the cockpit

had been jammed. As such, the pilots were unaware as to, at what height and at

what speed the planes were flying and at what distance the landing of flight is

going to be. In that situation, the pilot got confused and unable to understand

the cause, he made own efforts. At that stage too, the plane was still flying. At

this moment, the pilot noticed the plane surrounded by clouds he noticed that

the plane was flying through the vacant space between the clouds. After passing

some distance a white cloud came across its path and the plane passed through

it. Later, the pilot felt that the plane was cleared of the cloud and the flight was

found landed on the ground. Backwards, he noticed the five planes were landed

at some distance. Later, it so happened that the pilot felt drowsy and slipped into

sleep. Afterwards, the five pilots of the war planes had slipped into a state of

sleep. They were unaware of what happened next and we too are not aware of

what followed later. But Iam narrating by mere guess to what might have

happened. Iam not assuring that what Iam going to tell is totally true. But, what

is narrated up to the point of landing of the war planes is true. And the pilots

regained their sense after one hour and by that time memory became totally

blank. They experienced what the ship crew had earlier experienced. As such,

they were unable to realize who they actually were. The sensational thing is that,

the war planes too reached the same planet where the ship was forced to reach.

The crew of the British ship and the pilots of the US war planes have landed on

the same planet. But, neither the US nor the Britain was aware about the crew

member’s mysterious disappearance of both the ship and the war planes on the

same alien planet.

Though persons from both countries have landed on the same alien planet,

they could not express their nativity for the reason that their memory was totally

deleted. There also people existed on the planet and it so happened that at last

they all mingled with the humans living over there. The humans living over the
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planet are tall personalities ranging from seven to nine feet height. Those earthly

humans who landed on that planet were five to six feet height. They looked too

short before the people of that alien planet. Not only that, their intelligence is far

superior than that of the humans of earth. In our view the crew members were

intelligent who drived the ship over rough seas and capable pilots who fly modern

war planes. The people of that planet seemed extra oridinary intellectuals who

are far ahead in all spheres than the humans on the earth. Even in spirituality

they seemed to be shaper than these people. If a person in any village is not

spiritually enlightened, he is looked upon as a fool and driven out of the place.

Birth of such persons is said to be grave a mistake. The entire population on that

planet is leading a peaceful life with spiritual enlightenment. They are not at all

involved in any politics like us. Whoever possesses ‘Atma Knowledge’ and a yogi

in that place; he is the king of the planet. He rules that planet without any selfish

motives. Those working under his governance are all spiritually enlightened ones.

And the persons from the earth, who landed in such a kingdom, have transformed

themselves and became enlightened persons on par with those living on that

planet.

The residents of that planet did not show any interest in the persons who

were new to the planet. They were not curious even to know from which place

they have come. They were well aware of similar persons and animals had come

to their planet in earlier also. They were also aware that some invisible power is

behind such happenings, where humans and animals are landing on their planet.

And, they were also aware of the fact that their memory power of such people

becomes blank. They used to tell their own people who were not aware about the

new persons and animals landing on their planet that these new people are brought

to their planet by breaking up their bond with family and relatives apart of

punishment for the sins committed by them. The residents of the planet were

enriched with true knowledge (jnanam) and believed that the God is that invisible

force who is behind such mysterious occurrences.
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The people of the alien planet were of the opinion that the persons who

came to their planet from an unknown origin are pure sinners, as a punishment

they were brought over there. We have to accept this as absolute truth. Why

because, what the people of alien planet are anticipating by all means is true.

But, due to our foolishness, we are unable to realize this. Let us compare incidents

of such nature committed by people on the earth. As per law, whoever commits

a sin is liable for punishment. If a court imposes a punishment of undergoing

imprisonment, ignoring his wife, children, relatives and friends that person would

be jailed. Being provided with food and water, the only punishment he feels he is

undergoing is that, he is drawn away from his near and dear ones. Hence, it can

be ascertained that this is the mode of punishment imposed on persons who

indulge in unlawful and unsocial activities. As similar to this is the punishment

imposed by the invisible divine force. Those who speak against the divinely

principles and commit unsocial acts detrimental to the interests of divine laws;

such persons are imposed the same punishment of drawing them away from

their near and dear ones.

Here a question may arise. That is, if a person is punished by taking him

away from near and dear ones; recollecting them by means of memory adds

more misery to the punished ones. But, there would not be any sort of mental

suffering to those who are taken captive to the alien planet, since their memory

is totally erased. And, such persons have no scope to recollect their near and

dear ones. If such is the case, one may ask, how come it will be a punishment? In

fact, by all means this question suits best. Our response to this is…. The cloud

has twin motives to capture the ship and air force crew over the Bermuda Triangle

area. One is, they should be punished; the second one is they should be spiritually

awakened. Punishment is implemented as per fate, whoever, enriched with

(jnanam) is not possible through the “action” of deeds (karma). It comes through

the means of “faith” as (Shraddha). Whereas, the persons who are taken to the

alien planet have no “faith” (Shraddha) on the jnanam. As such, there is no

scope for such persons to enrich themselves with true knowledge and become

jnanis. Apart, since their memory is erased there is no scope to experience the

suffering of forgone life. In these circumstances, they either have a scope to

suffer the punishment or experience the bliss of “true knowledge”.  One may

suspect this theory by questioning. What is the meaning in saying that the invisible

divine force, took them away from planet earth with twin motive to the alien
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planet. Our answer for this would be. If an invisible divine force undertakes a

task, it shall be fulfilled by all means. If not, the invisible force would not attempt

at all. Though, the required ‘memory’ power as well as the required ‘faith’ does

not exist in the persons undergoing punishment, they are being punished. And as

well they are enriched with ‘true knowledge’. But  how?

The God, in advance had created a system to ensure that humans

experience even the impossible of experiences and that is ‘the state of

dreaming’. In that state, a person would be experiencing a state of bliss never

experienced in a ‘state of dreaming’ to fly like a bird in the sky. Even impossible

things become possible in dreams. The person who was taken to the alien planet

could not recollect the past even in the ‘state of consciousnesses due to deletion

of entire memory. As such, such a person is detached from mental agony relating

to the past. Whereas, in the ‘state of dreaming’ (which is different from the ‘state

of consciousness’), a person’s memory is well intact and hence such a person is

bound to experience mental emotions. The ‘state of dreaming’ is neither time-

bound nor has any time-schedule. Hence, the amount of pain experienced in a

year’s time can be experienced within a ten minute span in a ‘state of dreaming’.

Changes with regard to time and form occur within no time. Though at a quick

pace one experiences them, one cannot realize the fact. If this state is compared

with the ‘state of consciousness’, everything looks an illusion (Maya). Events

which seem impossible do occur in dreams. A dog appears initially in a ‘state of

dreams’ and within no time transforms into a ferocious lion. In that state, we can

either realize it or can conclude as to how the event could happen. Hence, it can

be said that the ‘state of dreams’. Therefore, the persons are likely to undergo

happiness and sad which they ought to experience, according to individual karma.

In a ‘state of dreams’, which is unique by nature, a person is able to experience

bliss and agony unrelated with the present life. As such, things which one cannot

recollect in a ‘state of consciousness’, at times come to mind even in a ‘state of

dreams’ and that experience is definitely felt.

Things and events unrelated to the existing phase of life are bound to come

and such experiences are felt in a ‘state of dreams’. Hence, the instances of past

birth which are beyond the reach of memory can be felt in a ‘state of dreams’ in

the present birth. These aspects strengthen the theory that those persons who

landed on the alien planet, despite loss of memory, their Karma is still intact

leaving them. Now, coming to the point of ‘Jnanam’ in Bhagavad-Gita god said
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“Shraddhavaan labhathey Jnanam” it means that according to ones interest Jnanam

will be known. ‘How deep  person thirsts’ to acquire jnanam, so befitting would

be the resultant outcome’… The invisible and triangular shaped power which seized

the forty-five persons on earth and power landed them on alien planet were

neither believers of God nor had any desire to explore what jnanam is? Since

they had no desire, there is no question of showing curiosity over the aspect of

jnanam. It can be ascertained from this fact that those who thirsts to acquire

Jnanam, only such persons can acquire. If we analyze this deeply, a scientific

reason can be found. If a person accidentally falls on paint colour, the result is,

the colour sticks to him. Similarly, if colour paint accidentally falls on a person,

same will be the result. Likewise, a person who is not at all interested on the path

of Jnanam; he cannot become an enlightened person and he won’t even attempt

to explore it. So, is there any scope for such a person to become a jnanis? Here,

God’s words have to noticed, viz., ‘Jnanam can be acquired only if a person

concentrates on the form of God’. There cannot be a more befitting answer than

that. This reply can be taken on behalf of humankind. But, there is another reply

on behalf of God. That is … it will be better to narrate it with an example.

During the year 1981, once I was sitting at Marina Beach in Chennai. Since

it was evening hours, a large number of people were present there. Small vendors

were moving here and there, selling miscellaneous food items. One such person

came to me carrying boiled peanuts shouting about the specialty of the item. But

I ignored his pleasing words and did not buy the boiled peanuts. In fact, I had no

habbit of taking small bits of food; apart I had no liking for peanuts. Three to four

times the person passed by me and to attract  my attention he was shouting that

the boiled peanuts are hot and tasty. Since I had no interest to have them, I did

not buy. The next time that person approached me directly and said, ‘Even if you

don’t buy, I don’t mind. But have them for time passes, saying so he kept four

peanuts in my palm and left the place. Since he offered them without my

willingness, that too free of cost, I had them and tasted really good. So, a desire

started in me to have some more peanuts. Keeping quite till now, why did a

desire arouse in me to buy the boiled peanuts? Yet, since the petty vendor gave

a few peanuts free of cost and the desire to eat made me buy the peanuts and

had them. What is to be noted here is that, though Iam averse to eat peanuts

and since the petty vendor placed them forcible in my hand, I had them.
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Similarly, the person who is not at all interested to gain spiritual knowledge

and he was never curious to know of it. He came across the spiritual propagators

on several occasions; yet he neither went to the person nor showed any interest

on the subject matter. Though the petty vendor was selling peanuts and those

interested are buying them, I showed no interest in them. The peanuts which are

like a source of ‘enriching knowledge’ and the petty vendor, a ‘master preacher’

of knowledge, commonly, those interested would relish and those not interested

would avoid both. But, the master (Guru) who recognizes those who are not e

himself will initiate measures to impact the essence of knowledge on his own. It

won’t be in ‘karma’ for a person to possess jnanam. The element of ‘true knowledge

exists only if the element of interest exists within. But there be any scope to

know what true knowledge is. But, an element of curiosity creeps in to explore,

after accidentally coming across a bit of jnanam. With this more and more interest

would gradually occupy the mind and thereby the path for acquiring ‘true

knowledge’ paves in. Initially I was not interested to have any peanuts. But, once

I got them for free of cost and after relishing them, a desire started in me to have

few more. Similarly, those who ignore to enrich themselves with true

knowledge, the spiritual power initially offer a source of knowledge of

true self.

To cut off the ever increasing level of ignorance of God in the humans living

on earth, the power of God is creating a sort of inspiration in humanity. Once the

element of spiritual attention is drawn by the God, it is responsibility of individual

humans to gain in depth knowledge with interest, on their own. The same thing

occurred during 1938 and 1947 when some persons disappeared on earth were

forced to land on an alien planet. Compelled by circumstances, they could acquaint

themselves to some extent with spiritual knowledge. Similarly they experienced

the resultant fruit of merit and demerit in a state of dreams. It is the power

located within the triangular shaped place over the ocean that has influenced the

persons who trespassed into that power zone and the mysterious clouds caught

them unawares and took them away to an alien planet. By a way they were

punished in accordance to their destiny and by a way they were befitted to acquire

the jnanam. The clouds have not only punished them but also provided an

opportunity to gain spiritual benefit. That apart, in some instances, these

mysterious clouds concentrated only on implementing punishments in accordance

to individual karma; without providing the benefit to acquire the Jnanam. It is
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not only humans but other living beings like animals which were punished in

accordance to their karma. Even they too were taken away from one place to

another. With this, it can be ascertained that it is the action initiated by the

clouds over the Atlantic Ocean as the root cause for the mysterious disappearance

of humans. To demonstrate this, the clouds are playing a mysterious role in the

disappearance of humans from one place and making them appear at another

alien place. Though these occurrences were taking place on the earth, people are

unable to grasp the reality. This aspect was reiterated in an elaborate way in our

earlier book, titled, ‘Ghosts-Bhuthas The True Incidents’ that mysterious clouds

force land a person or a group from one place to another in accordance to their

karma. One such incident is narrated below;

In the year 2010, the month of September a rainy season. In Hyderabad

city (A.P., India) there were heavy rains. The low-lying areas in the city were

filled off with rain waters. In one such place, big deep pits dug for construction of

multi-stored building were also flooded with rain waters. The next day morning,

local people noticed a 12-feet long crocodile in the waters. When the word spread,

several people assembled there and officials from the forest department reached

the place. They caught the crocodile and left the place. People were shocked as

to how such a big reptile came to the place and the issue was closed left

unanswered. Now, let us explore the possibilities.  There was no favourable place

around where crocodiles can survive, nor was there any forest area, lakes, rivers,

water-beds etc. not less than two to three hundred kilometres away from the

city, crocodiles exist and there was no scope either for the crocodiles was found

in the thickly populated city like Hyderabad. Even there is no possibility for a

crocodile to migrate long distances like other animal sects. As far as we know,

crocodiles live in tanks and water beds until  the whole of water gets dried up. In

such a situation, when lakes, tanks and tivers were overflowing with heavy rain

water, there is no neccessity for a crocodile to come into a thickly human populated

place. The place where it was found was a place where water resources never

existed before. Then, how come it came into the water pits dug for building

construction? It is not possible to come to the place un-noticed during night, that

too under the streetlights of a densly populated area. Nobody, was able to give a

reasonable or suitable answer. But, our answer for this is! The crocodile has not

come over there from a distant place nor had someone brought it and left it

there. Then, how come it came over there? This question remains. Yet, there is
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an answer to it.That is; As to how the big ship, its crew and six air crafts have

disappeared over the Bermuda Triangle and landed some lakhs of kilometers

away on an alien planet for a particular purpose; similar is the case of crocodile

which landed in a crowded place in hyderabad city. A rain-filled cloud had brought

the crocodile and left it in the water pit dug for construction purpose. Is it possible

for a cloud to do so? A cloud which could mysteriously grab six war places over

the Bermuda Triangle and land them lakhs of miles away within minutes; the

same was not repeated in the case of crocodile. The cloud ensured that the

crocodile was in tis custody invisible for few days and the power landed it in

hyderabad city. This theory may sound totally astonishing, but it was explained

in advance in our book, titled ‘Ghosts – Bhuthas The True Incidents’. The cloud

which is capable of changing its shape has even the ability to hide something

within it and can hide it invisibly from others.

Though the  mysterious disappearance of big ship and six air-crafts over

the Bermuda Triangle is a fact accepted by everyone; the theory that the cause

of the disappearnce is the cloud is not believed by anyone. The divine power is

extended in a triangular shape over the Atlantic Ocean and it is the ‘clouds’ which

are acting as the agents of the divinely power. The clouds drifting over the Atlantic

Ocean, after touching the triangular shaped power zone are gaining invisible and

mysterious power. After crossing over the these clouds are demonstrating the

power upon the creatures on the earth through the supreme power gained by

them. But, boasting themselves as intectualls, several people argue that what is

visible is to be believed and what is invisible do not have any base for belief. To

ensure that even such intectualls should feel to rethink, these clouds are

demostrating their mysterious ‘power and presence’, not only over the Ocean but

on the earth too. Even then, the so called intellectuals are ignoring these aspects.

How can we call such people as intellectuals when they are not in a position to

explain the mysterious clouds, but they should be in a position to explain a few of

them. If this is not forthcoming from them; there is a scope to say that they are

unaware of scientific knowledge and are immature.

“You are not aware about us. After coming across the mysterious clouds,

make efforts at least now to know about us (cloud)”.  Throwing such challenge

before humankind,  the clouds are rendering a sort of work Which is beyond the
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grasp of human wit. Let us discuss the mysterious work carried out by the clouds

which the humans are either able to grasp or understand. It was earlier told that

the triangular shaped Bermuda Triangle is located close to the USA over the

Atlantic Ocean and, since America is adjoining the Bermuda Triangle; more number

of mysterious incidents are recurring at the instance of the power-filled clouds in

that particular country. One day it so happened that three persons on some

mission were flying in a chartered aircraft. Among the three, one person was

keenly observing the beautiful nature on the ground. The place over which they

were flying was full of some special stone mounds. Since the person was interested,

he was observing the places very keenly. At some places, he noticed vertical

stones of considerable height. Leaving this, the surroundings were full of wheat

crops and that particular place is familiar for the natural-formation of sculpted-

like stone structures and vast wheat crops. Since the destination of the persons

in the chartered air craft was short, after an hour they were on their return

journey on the same way. Naturally, the person who was keen in watching the

nature’s marvel was observing the beauty of nature from aboard aircraft. At that

time, he was astonished to notice something amazing. In the vast spread wheat

crop adjoining the naturally formed stone structures, he noticed an eye-pleasing

figure on the ground, drawn as if with accurate dimensions.

It was a wheat crop spread in a vast agricultural field. Even deploying

hundreds of persons; such an eye-pleasing shape cannot be formed within a

wheat crop, that too within an hour’s time. A portion of the vertical wheat crop

which stood stiff looked bent towards the ground; while a portion of it looked

intact and stiif. From out of these variations in the overall outlook of the wheat

crop, there emerged a figure which resembled a beautiful drawing. And, to the

birds eye-view from the sky it looked most pleasing and amazing. The kilometer

long figure would not be visible to a person standing on the ground at that place.

But, flying in the sky in a plane or a helicopter, the marvelous shape would be

visible and pleased to the eyes of viewers. These beautiful forms and shapes as

visible to the naked eye from the sky and photographed as they looked are

displayed in the coming pages.
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All the shapes reproduced on the pre-pages have originated at one place or

the other in the regions of the United States of America; that too within a span of

a single night. They were not created by human beings and they are called as

“Crop Circles”. People who have noticed there circles have different versions of

talk. While atheists contend that these circles are the handiwork of humans, the

believers of God argue that this cannot be possible overnight by human

involvement and that some invisible spiritual power is behind the occurrences.

And, there are some other persons who struggled hard to create the shapes. But

it is very easy to identify the large circles shaped by human labour. As part of it,

wooden planks were used as tools to flatten the crops and create circles shapes.

Despite flattening the crop using heavy to heavy force by human, the non-bending

nature of crop altered the quality of human-made circular shape. Hence, it can

be determined that since the human-made circles shapes are indistinct; the circles

which were distinctly formed overnight were not human made. Not only that the

human-made crop-circles are indistinct in nature, it requires sufficient man power

and sufficient time too. Though efforts were made to create perfect crop circles,

they were easily recognised as human-made. As such, it can be concluded that

the beautiful and perfect circles created within a span of few minutes is not the

handiwork of humans. Yet, how are they formed? What sort of invisible power is

behind the formation of these circles? The question remains a question.

The National Geographic Channel has relayed an exclusive program, titled

‘Crop Circles’ over the television network. The true incidents relayed by them in

the ‘Crop Circles’ program was narrated as a mystery. Though no body was aware

of how such mysterious things are taking place, we have earlier said that ‘Clouds’

are behind these happenings. To prove that they (clouds) too possess some

power, the clouds are creating such crop circles. The cloud in the sky is able to

pitch its power onto the surface of earth and within minutes is able to create

huge crop circles shapes. The shape looks as if it is carved by a great sculptor.

Since the wheat grass is stuck to the soil while it is cut apart, the circular shape

created by the cloud is very clearly from the aerial eye view. You have noticed the

crop circles created by the clouds in the above photos which are out of reach to

human imaginations. We cannot relate or call them as such and such a particular

photo. Such shapes are no where visible on the earth.
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IS THERE ANY SIGNIFICANCE TO THE
SHAPE OF A CROP CIRCLE

If the shapes of crop circles are observed, one can ascertain that such

large shapes formed on the crop lands are beyond human creation and never

before witnessed on the planet earth. And they looked as if they demonstrate

some meaning in their different patterns of circles formations. If one is hell-bent

to explore the mystery behind the formation of crop circles, one should first know

the origin of its creator. Though we are saying that ‘clouds’ are creating these

crop circles, people are suspecting that a ‘great power’ is behind the formation of

these circles. Some of those who witnessed the formation of crop circles are

saying like this. Once, a farmer after working on a tractor in his agricultural field

during the night was returning back home on the tractor after midnight. Since it

was night, there was darkness all around and at that time he noticed two huge

glowing lights at a distance. The lights were not glowing on the surface of earth,

but glowing at a height of over sixty to seventy feet in the sky. As soon as he

noticed the lights, he observed that the lights were fast approaching towards

him. While the tractor was moving, he noticed that the lights crossed and overtook

him at no less than 100 kmph speed. As noticed by the farmer, other has also

noticed such things happening now and then. They said that the light possessed

unique radiance that was never-seen before by them. It so resulted that after a

few days of the mysterious appearance of the light, people have noticed formation

of crop circles in some or other place in the area. The circles appeared in a

variety of shape that was never seen before and people assumed that there is

some invisible power behind the formation of the crop circles.

In whatsoever angle people looked into the aspect, as per the best of my

knowledge it is concluded that the creation of Crop Circles is the handiwork of

clouds. And, if the aspect of ‘light’ or ‘radiance’ is looked into we had earlier

ascertained that the clouds are immersed in the service of God in the kingdom of

God. Similarly, there are crores of small planets in the celestial world which exist

in the service of God. At times, they happen to roam across the planet earth. One

such celestial object might have been the cause of the radiance. But there is no

scope for the clouds to give a glowing look. While the clods are shouldering major

responsibilities, the small planets are shouldering small responsibilities. Whatever
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duties are bound to be done in the universe, they are done by the entrusted ones

at the right time. What is prescribed for a Government, viz., people and

governance; similarly, in the kingdom of God, there too exist administrators to

rule the living beings. Every human commits sins as well as virtuous deeds. In

the process every passing moments counts. And, in execution of all such deeds,

the important role of several planets, clouds and vital elements is invisible to

humans. By executing the commands of will and wish, humans are not utilizing

the discriminating power to realize what is good and what is bad. Let the

consequences be adverse to others, human are merely concentrating on achieving

their selfish ends. Without having a second thought or showing any concern for

sin, humans are vying to fulfill their selfish desires. They are either aware or able

to judge that there is some invisible power which is carefully watching and keeping

a count of their sins and virtuous deeds; for which acts they are bound to be

suitable punished. A rich person thinks that no one can stop him from whatever

he intents to do. A politician boasts with ego thinking that no body can create

hurdles to his intentions. Whoever it is, a multi-millionaire, a politician or an

official of highest cadre- they are unable to realize that the force that is bound to

punish them for their faults do exist in their legs, joints, body and eyes. If a

human is leading a life, there is an invisible power which watches and follows his

every action and there is another power which keeps on implementing the desired

punishments. Every human should remember this fact. By considering this aspect,

it can be ascertained that there are more number of invisible forces which are

ruling the humanity than that of the number of living humans in the world.

It was perhaps the radiance of a small planet or a celestial object that was

noticed by the farmer. Clouds are more powerful than the planets. They can

create crop circles on their own without any assistance from planets. The circles

are created in several patterns which you might have noticed from the above

pictures. Most of the patterns are circular in shape and cone-shaped angles are

rarely seen. Hence they are called as circles. Apart from the different and few

circles depicted above, there also exist various types of circle formations. Among

the crop circles depicted above, some of the circles comprise of the three crescent-

shaped (half moon) circles and some other with three round-shaped circles. Since

number ‘three’ is significantly noticed in the crop circles, they reflect the significance

of the three Atma’s namely Jeevatma, Atma and Paramatma. Next, the visible

marks of crescent shape (half moon) reflect the relation with Jnanam (divine
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knowledge). In whatever pattern they appear within the circles, in one way or

the other the shapes co-relate with soul and knowledge. Since the crop circles

are created by clouds, they definitely bear distinctive significance. But, we cannot

pin-point as to what the unique feature is. What we cannot draw on a white paper

with a pen, is it not astonishing to find such shapes drawn (created) on the vast

crop lands? It is negligence on the part of scientists to keep quiet without unfolding

the mystery.

Even in these modern scientific days we are unable to solve either the

mystery of Bermuda triangle or the overnight formation of huge crop circles. This

shows how far we are scientifically advanced. We have categorized science into

two wings, viz., science relating to the human world and the science relating to

the Paramatma. We are calling the science relating to the Paramatma as “Super

science”, whereas, the awareness which people have about as ‘normal science’

or ‘General science’. With the depth of present science there is no scope for

people to analyze and ascertain the Divine power. As such, they could not explore

the mystery behind the Bermuda triangle and the formation of mysterious crop

circles. If we aspire to discover the mystery behind the Bermuda triangle over

the Atlantic Ocean and the mysterious formation of crop circles on the earth, we

have to take the assistance of ‘Super Science’. Some may question, where is the

origin of this new science, which is called as ‘super science’? it can be said that

the ‘super science’ in fact exists as the sixth shastra of Brahma- Vidya- shastra.

If one gets familiar with ‘super science’, there cannot be any secret beyond that

divine knowledge. Having command over general science, human are boasting

themselves as highly intellectuals. But, their intelligence is not matching to meet

the parameters of ‘super science’. Hence, they failed to explore the mystery

behind the Bermuda triangle, crop circles, and flying saucers and about the Aliens.

If the knowledge of ‘super science’ is acquired, not only one can know about the

God but as well know about the invisible spiritual powers. Now, let us leave the

subject of general science and concentrate on ‘super science’ to know about

flying saucers and aliens.
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FLYING SAUCERS – WHAT ARE THEY?

We have heard people from some countries greatly saying that they have

sighted the ‘flying saucers’ in the sky. Some people have even said that they

noticed the landing of ‘flying saucers’ and some ‘aliens’ coming out of it. if we

examine their statements, it can be said that there do not exist any relation

between the ‘flying saucers’ and the ‘aliens’ and they are two different entities.

But, it’s a fact that ‘flying saucers’ and ‘aliens’ both exist. And it is not at all true

to say that aliens travel through the medium of flying saucers and descend on

the earth. People who witnessed flying saucers across several nations have

presumed that the flying saucer is the source for the aliens to travel from alien

planet to earth. The flying saucer is not at all a vehicle for transportation. In the

outer space there exist crores of small planets in different shapes and sizes and

they possess a source of power (life) within them. And, we have earlier said that

they are part and parcel within the kingdom of God. Among the crores of small

planets, these small and light planets are a type of planets called flying saucers

and they are frequent visitors of planet earth. Yet, they are rarely sighted by the

human on earth. To ensure their presence felt by earthly people, they might have

perhaps made themselves visible to us. Humans are entitled for reincarnations,

but, they are unaware of such occurrences. To ensure that this aspect is true,

somewhere at some time, someone is able to recollect his past birth activities

and events. And, if such a persons past events are examined and investigated,

we find them to be true. With these sources, we are able to realize that a human

has past births too. As similar to this is, there do exist several visible and invisible

aliens’ planets in different shapes and sizes. By feeling their presence now and

then by way of flying saucers and extra terrestrial forms, we can compare and

ascertain this fact.

It can be ascertained from the above that flying saucers are noticed since

a long time back. These incidents are noticed in time and again in and around

America. Perhaps it is during the year 1940, an incident relating to a flying saucer

had occurred. That is, Americans who had on several occasions viewed the flying

saucers were curious and who are inside them. One such day the flying saucer

was noticed in the sky. Immediately four US war jets took off and chased them.

The target of the war jets was to force-land the flying saucers and in case there

is no chance they have to shoot them down. With that objective the war jets
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approached the flying saucers. When they came very close, the flying saucers

emitted a blue coloured smoke and enveloped in the smoke they were not visible.

And, when the smoke became clear, the flying saucers just vanished. Whatever

efforts were made, they became totally futile. And till date no information could

be gathered. Some persons said that the flying saucer had crash landed, which is

totally untrue. Till now, we have not come across any such incident. In fact, a

flying saucer is neither a machine nor a vehicle. It is a small planet, with life

intact and hence there is no scope for crash landing. Comparing the ‘saucer

shaped flying object’ in the sky as a machine is absolutely wrong. Since the

shape of the small planet flying in the sky is visible like a saucer shape, humans

are mistaking it as a flying machine. What we are calling as ‘flying saucers’, in

fact these saucer shaped small planets are shouldering their responsibility to set

right the wrong doing humans. Hence, several such saucer-shaped small planets

are frequenting the planet earth. But no on is aware that these saucer-shaped

small planets are routinely frequenting the earth to punish a particular section

(human) of wrong doers. Humans may be extremely intelligent, enjoying high

status, having unaccountable riches and possess unique educational standards,

yet, they are totally unaware of the punishment implemented in lieu of the merits

and sins committed. To realize the adversaries of sins committed; one has to be

familiar with the knowledge of spirituality. If such knowledge is lacking, a human

cannot know the objective of his own birth. If he does not know what he is, how

can he know about the outcome of ‘karma’? Hence, there is no scope to know

how the sins are taking shape, how they are getting accumulated and through

whom are they (punishments) implemented. In the process, there is no chance

to know that the flying saucers are a part and parcel in implementing punishments

for the sins committed.
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DO ALIENS EXIST?

We affirm positively for the question as to whether aliens exist. We have

heard that aliens were noticed at some places just as flying saucers were sighted

on the earth. Such news mostly appear in the newspapers and basing on such

news, we have gathered the information and narrated the same. Though

newspapers provided limited information, the remaining information was provided

by us after conducting some research. If anybody questions me according to

which research are you saying these, our answer is, one had to know the knowledge

of super science, one can explain about things which even familiar scholars and

scientists cannot say. Following the same procedure as explored in the case of

flying saucers, now, we expose some facts about the aspect of aliens. We reiterate

the theory that Aliens or Planetary bodies really exist. Let us see the narration

about aliens. Those who are named and called as aliens are not truly aliens. We

are calling aliens as extra terrestrials considering that they are not earthly creatures

but have come form alien planet. In fact, aliens as they are called are not extra

terrestrial creatures. They do not have any specific planet and they very much

exist and belong to earth like other living human beings. Hence, they are not

extra terrestrials from other planets, they to belong to belong to planet earth.

The so called aliens are not only a part but also play a key role in the God’s

administration and kingdom. Invisible, they are present everywhere. What we

going to narrate now is truth and a befitting example that invisible aliens were

visible here and there to someone and proved their very existence. The days

before this text was composed, an youngster hailing form Nalgonda District (Andhra

Pradesh, India) was attending to natures call during a night. And, at that time in

the street light he noticed a shape of human head behind a tree. From between

the branches of 15 feet tall trees the head like shape was peeping out. Without

any fear, the youth recorded the event with his cell phone. The same was repeatedly

shown by TV channels. If the recorded scenes in the cell phone are examined, it

appeared that a form, nearly of the height of a tree with hands upto the waist

was looking from behind the tree. The shape was looking like a blurred shadow

without any clarity. Though in a physical shape it did not appear, it looked like a

shadow on water. In whatever form it may be and whoever had sighted it or not,

aliens do exist.
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Though aliens are terrestrial bodies and since people are not aware of their

existence on earth, they are called as extra terrestrials (aliens). We proclaim that

aliens are terrestrial creatures only and not extra terrestrial bodies. They are the

role players relating to the administrative aspects of the earth which are looked

after by the God. Based on the above, it is evident that as part of ruling the

earthly creatures, aliens are one among those who are carrying out their work.

What we have found through the research conducted by us on aliens is that they

are vehicular bodies carrying the cancer cells. They specifically store the cancer

cells and carry with them wherever they move. Though invisible, the aliens appear

at some place or the other to some one or the other. Their special task is to carry

the cancer cells and infect the bodies of those humans who have committed

grave sins in their past birth. Every activity and every sin of every human exist in

the hands of 12 planets comprising the sun and the moon. These planets ensure

that the sins committed by humans are suitably implemented with suitable

punishments through the source of planets, allied planets, and bhootamu etc.

Aliens are the species who are one among those under the control God’s

governance along with 12 planets comprising sun and the moon. The duty of the

aliens is to act according to the words of governance and infect the sinner humans

with the cancer cells they possess. If a person is diagnosed as suffering with

cancer, it can definitely be said that the disease has come only from the aliens. It

can be said with such certainty because there are no cancer cells in the world

except with the aliens.
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WHY ARE EARTHQUAKES

TSUNAMI’S OCCURING?

If there is a kingdom obviously it will have a capital city. Similarly it can be

said that on earth in God’s kingdom, the capital is ‘Bermuda Triangle’ which is

filled with divine power. Though we are saying God’s kingdom, it is not ruled by

God himself. God has given the authority to Prakruti, the kingdom which Prakruti

is ruling is what we are saying as God’s kingdom but it is not really ruled by God.

It can be said that it is ruled by Prakruti. The sky (Ether), air, fire, water and

earth are the five vital elements which are in Prakruti are bonded to the God’s

command and from the time creation. They are ruling the merits and sins of the

living beings. Under the Prakruti (five elements) many working like Bhuttas,

upabhuttas, graha’s, upagraha’s and many other which are related to Prakruti.

The flying saucers, aliens also belong to the upagraha’s. The kingdom which is

created at the time of creation is being ruled by Prakruti sincerely (shradha) that

we have been referring as God’s kingdom, lively God is not doing anything.

Everything is done by Prakruti only. We have been saying as God’s ruling for the

method which is being organized for the sins committed by living beings and

human beings. It is known that God is greater than everything but the ruler is

Prakruti. Nobody knows about God’s kingdom. Human beings doesn’t know that

who are the key person’s in God’s ruling, in that who are smaller ones, who are

greater ones it is unknown. If the ruler is not known then their ruling also is not

known. Some of the details about these have been narrated in one of my narrations

“Ghost—Bhutha’s” The true incidents. In that book we have told that God’s ruling

is very rigorous and rigid and without any partiality.

How the Prakruti and its parts execute the deeds earned is explained with

a small example about Aliens and how the aliens implement the punishment. For

executing one particular deed, then to execute different deeds different kinds of

Graha’s, upagraha’s, Bhuthas and upabhuttas are working with responsibility.

Man is not having a concentration on sin, if any of our ancestors are reminding

then also they are not thinking about it. Though they know they are committing

mistake they are covering themselves and committing sins very easily. Man doesn’t

know that whether a small sin or a big sin, it is being counted and recorded in the

body and to execute that a big process is working. The work is being distributed
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among upagraha’s, graha’s, Bhutha’s, upabhuttas and Maha Bhuthas accordingly

the work is being distributed and made man to experience it. Maha Bhuthas are

5, Bhuthas are countless. Similarly upabhuttas are in some crores. On our earth

Maha graha’s are twelve, upagraha’s are in many crores. There are many invisible

eyes behind one man. Many powers are ready to execute his/her sins. Flying

saucers and aliens also belong to upagraha’s and there are many more each one

is there to execute each type of sin.

Man has committed the sins and accordingly he is suffering with different

types of diseases. If a disease arises in the back screen either a Graha or a

Bhutha might have worked for it. Man is seeing only whatever is seen outside but

he doesn’t know what is happening inside the body. For human, many powers are

executing the punishments for different types of sins committed. At a time only

one will be experience it. For example : in a group of 10 members only one

person is getting stomach ache so, only he is experiencing it but nobody else.

Some times it happens that 10 members at a same time experience the karma.

For example: when 10 people are traveling in a vehicle, if an accident takes place

then all the ten will suffer injuries. Then the 10 members are experiencing karma

as a group. Similarly some times a village, a whole area, a complete state or the

whole country have to experience karma at a same time. Such different situations

are headed by different graha’s and Bhuthas.

To reveal this news I wanted to give an heading saying “earthquakes—

Tsunamis how do they occur” on Friday date 11/03/2011 exactly at 12 noon my

son called me and informed to watch TV, when earthquakes and tsunamis has

taken place in the Japan country. Then I switched on the TV whatever I wanted to

narrate was just in front of my eyes on TV. On the previous day I said with our

members who were with me about Bermuda Triangle showing on the Globe that

“the exact opposite places i.e. Indonesia and Japan are in danger. The power

which is situated in Bermuda Triangle is very much angry on people. Its view is

coming form down the earth and watching the area straight to it. So at that place

some or the other time the Maha Bhuthas may create troubles to the people in

that area”. After I have said this to them, the very second day itself that power

showed its anger on Japan, this was unexpected. As I was watching TV, the

person who was with me on the other day had said, what you told has happened

today itself. But it was astonishing for me because it just happened the 2nd day

after we said.
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The people who come to me to know divine knowledge have asked about

the book “Triangle shaped secret”, so we told that most of the matter will be

about Bermuda triangle in this book. For their understanding we showed them

the place which is said as Bermuda triangle on the Globe and explained them that

in the ocean near to America, a triangle shape is situated on water near to the

island Bermuda. So it is being called as Bermuda triangle. By not understanding

about the incidents which are taking place over there, people think some devil is

there so they have been calling it as “devil angle”. We said to them that people

who don’t know have been calling like that but there is no devil over there. A

divine power is existing at that place that power is behind all the incidents taking

place over there. Not only had that but we already told that when ignorance

increasing in people then the divine power will be vexed on human. So the straight

area to that place i.e. in Indonesia tsunami has already occurred once but still

there is no change in the people and developing more ignorance and not giving

any value to divine knowledge so another disaster is going to take place by the

triangle and danger may occur again. As we said these to them the next day it

happened.

We have been narrating about the earthquakes & tsunamis after the recent

incident of Japan. In this way when at a time a group of people i.e. the residents

of a country are experiencing at a time, in these times not the small Grahas,

small Bhuthas which are working the big Grahas, big Bhuthas are behind this

incident. The Maha Bhuthas in the Prakruti are five. They are ether (sky), air, fire,

water and earth. When air and fire get unite then they can trouble the people and

kill them horribly. Sometimes air and water are getting united and trouble people

and making them experience hell. Similarly when water and earth get united

such incidents occur as happened in Japan like earthquake, tsunami occurs and

all the people at a same time experiencing the sin. Sometime when only earth

trouble in the form of earthquakes and all the buildings get destroyed and lot of

people die. In case any part of Prakruti gets irritated, man cannot tolerate it. In

Japan one from every four people is genius but in front of the Prakruti their

intelligence did not work. In case any one part of Prakruti gets irritated there will

be a tragedy among human beings. In a family all will die at a time in front of

their eyes and though daughter is asking to save me, either mother can’t save

her or daughter can’t save her mother, each one will hear other cry and have to

die helplessly. The reason behind this is the sins committed by human beings.
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The power which is in Atlantic Ocean was previously in Indian Ocean (Indu

Maha Samudhram). We already told that power itself has taken birth as Ravana

Brahma. In those days to show good way to develop interest on spiritual study,

to set an example of Jnana yogam to man Ravana Brahma has taken birth.

Though Ravana Brahma was an idol for Brahma Vidya shastra, at last man has

projected him as a bad person. Man is totally dipped in doing sins. From Thraitha

yugam to kaliyugam, day by day, man has become ignorant (ajnani). He is not

recognizing spiritual study and insulting the yogi’s who have learned it. the

triangular power is very much furious on the people who are thinking they

themselves as genius and great than the divine power which provides power for

everything. It is unable to bear that people are in no angle obedient to divinity.

So it wants to show the power of the Bermuda triangle which is the centre for all

Bhuthas, Graha’s, upagraha’s, upabhuttas which are in Prakruti. So from the

Telugu year Vikruthi it has been creating disasters through graha’s, Bhutha’s. As

we already told previously only from the year 2010 A.D. (Vikruthi year) heat,

rains, cold, and breeze everything will be more severe. Earthquakes, cyclones,

tsunamis and volcano erupts will be more. Brahmam Garu has told in his kala

Jnanam (future) that all the disaster will occur and human beings will get destroyed.

He has expected everything and told the future before itself. Even he cried for

one whole day (tears came from his statue at Dharmavaram, Ananthapur dist).

Many have seen it but nobody knows why it so happened.

The power which was in Indu Maha Samudhram has recently some years

back has shifted its base to island Bermuda. The power in the Indian Ocean has

started revealing divine knowledge in south India and to reveal Indu dharmas. It

has created some temples. The temples which reveal divine dharma are only in

south India and no where else in the world. Though in the whole world the ignorance

have increased but only in India that too only in south India there is a possibility

of dharmas be alive and restarted again. To happen these and the reason behind

the dharmas to be alive still is south India is the view of the power situated in

Bermuda triangle in the India people who oppose divinity are being punished in

next birth by experiencing hell through the Bhuthas and the Grahas by this power.

Now-a-days according to an agenda only the earthquakes, tsunamis are occurring.

If prayed to God in the hard situations also the one who is in ruling will not accept

and leave. Don’t pray God in the tough times, because God is not trouble

shooter. Even in tough time like tsunamis and earthquakes, if you pray

for him, he supports his family member’s only i.e. Bhuthas but will not
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support the ignorant people who are praying him. The Grahas and Bhuthas

will not forget any of the sin committed by human beings but they will punish him

for every sin.

From 1950 onwards man is developing in science and becoming more

ignorant. He doesn’t have any concentration on divine knowledge not only that

but they are making the temple as the income generating centers. Some religious

people are insulting jnani’s.  such people have come to such stage that they are

not understanding the divine knowledge which we are telling and treating us as a

culprit. We have defined the word “Indu” as Jnanam (divine knowledge) with out

understanding what we are saying they have been threatening us to change that

word. Not only one but in all aspects man has become ajnani (ignorant) and he is

revolting towards God also. So, God is punishing man by creating earthquakes

and tsunamis which his soldiers are executing.

Though so much is happening man is not using his intelligence in researching

on divine knowledge but he is researching from the view of mundane knowledge

and not knowing the exact reason but he is telling how the earthquakes, tsunamis

are occurring but he is unable to know why they are occurring. He is trying to

give the details of the incident but not trying to find out the reason behind it he

is unable to know that the details which he is giving is also not correct. Either to

give the exact reasons or details behind the incident one should know the Brahma

Vidya shastra. One who doesn’t know Brahma Vidya shastra will be able to see

only physical power but he cannot see the subtle power. So one who doesn’t

know the sixth shastra i.e. Brahma Vidya shastra he cannot give either the details

or reasons behind tsunamis, earthquakes or any natural disaster.

When earthquake occurs some have filmed the scenes in the camera if we

see that videos then we start thinking about the things. When earthquakes occurred

in Japan on March 11th 2011 the video camera in an office was switched on and

has filmed the things happening there. So we could see the scene. We could see

the computer systems and other items moving on the tables. The computer on

the table was moving towards front and back and at last fell down. Accordingly

we understood that the building also moved in the similar manner. Not only the

incident on March 11th 2001 in Japan but the earthquakes wherever occurs will be

similar the things in the houses will move front and back. When the things are

moving like that might be earth is trembling form both the sides. According to
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the info given by geographical researchers of the earthquakes that when movement

occurs in the earth that movements are coming towards up and the earth is

moving. Such movements of earth are called as earthquakes. If asked why are

the movements occurring in earth then the answer is, the empty space anywhere

on earth when that empty space gets demolished or when there is empty space

between rocks then these rocks will move to that empty space that movements

when reached to earth that is called as earthquakes, they have been telling. Not

only that but also others giving some other reasons. If whatever they are telling

is true then the movements should be in other way. It should not tremble front

and back. In underground very depth when such movements occurs and reach to

the ground the speed should get reduce when reached earth. In case if those

vibrations come up also they should not come both the sides, they should come

only one side, this matter has to be noticed. Here a question may arise that, what

the researchers are saying is it true?

The fact is earthquakes occurs, buildings move front and back then the

question here is, is it happening how the researchers are saying? If not is it

happening in any other method? These questions are remaining as questions

only: here another question is! Earth was created some crores of years back

from then till now earthquakes have been occurring in some times and we can’t

say that in future it won’t occur. Then there are many empty spaces in underground

earth. If we go into depth then according, here a question arises that under the

ground is totally empty space. I think what all question I am asking are facts.

When comes about tsunamis here also some question arise. The people who are

saying themselves as researcher and if we believe their words then it will become

superstition. So we have to question and get the answers for them also, they

have been telling that when earthquake occurs in ocean. Then tsunami occurs.

Similarly when it is occurred on earth then the buildings are getting collapsed.

Similarly when earthquake is occurring in water then it is tsunami. In the incident

which took place on March 11th 2011 in Japan that was around 800 kms speed

and water waves were around 30 feet height from the earth. It was said that by

this, the Tokyo city has collapsed almost. If the earthquake in the water is the

reason for occurring the tsunami then that much power is not seen in the

earthquake for the vibrations in the ocean and for so high waves. The earthquake

which is coming on earth, here earth is getting pressed downwards but not coming

up. Then when earthquake occurred in water and earth is getting pressed inside,
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then water should go inside but why the waves are coming upwards? For

earthquakes very high buildings are not getting collapsed they are as it is. When

the power can move the buildings and create vibrations in the ocean but cannot

lift the water to so height. The power which can move buildings can push the

water but it cannot push some hundreds of kilometers speed. Then how did that

much speed come to the water in the ocean? This also remains as a question

only.

It is fact that on March 11th 2011 in Japan the ocean waves came 30 feet

height and 800 kms speed. But the information given by scientist or researchers

is not believable. They are just creating a story related to incident and telling but

they are not they are not truly doing any research and giving the information.

They don’t know the exact matter but telling something else because they think

whatever they tell people will believe it. Actually they doesn’t know the fact

either in the matter of tsunami or earthquakes or in some other matters also, the

people who think themselves as scientists and researchers doesn’t know anything

but they think that nobody knows as much they knows and people will believe

whatever they say, that’s why they have been so dare enough to say the things

which are not at all facts. But we blindly believe their words but nobody are

thinking about this. Let us discuss an example to show that whatever we are

seeing we are not properly thinking about it. Everybody knows about the plane

attack which took place in America WTC towers by the terrorists. The 100 floors

building which was attacked by a plane nearly in 75th floor and fire arose. It might

happened that, because there was fuel in the plane as soon as the plane dashed

the building that floor and downwards two floors and upwards two floors also

started blaze. Whatever happened there we watched live in the TV. If this is the

case as we discussed only 5 to 6 floors fire accident has took place. But on that

the all-quaida terrorists also thought just the people in plane and 5 to 6 floors will

get damaged but they dint expect that such a big incident will take place. We can

say that whatever happened was more than what the terrorists thought. In fact

they have not come to break down the building. After seeing the incident the

terrorists heads were astonished because their intention was not to do such a big

incident and they dint expect also. They were very much happy because America

got more loss than what they expected and what they wanted to do.

We have watched live in the TV the falling down of WTO towers one after

the other. Not only we but everybody might have watched it. One tower fell down
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at first. The fallen tower also resembled to the situation in Bhagavatam in which

Vamana stamped Bali Chakravarthi into earth. Similarly the tower went straight

into the earth as if it was stamped. The floor where the plane crashed had got

demolished instead the down floors onwards the building went into earth as it

was stamped. If we think over here we doubt that there is a power which humans

could not know. The second tower also got pressed into earth as the first one. It

is fact that the towers got demolished when terrorist attacked, everything

happened in front of our eyes. If that is true then, the way the tower fell down

does it match with the terrorists attack actually? This is the question raised here.

The answer would be! The way towers fell down doesn’t match at all for the

terrorists attack. It has been told that the iron rods used in the concrete got

melted and the towers fell down. As they told, is there any chance of iron rods

getting melted for so many floors. No there is no chance!

For the falling down of the tower in America the plane attack is not at all

the reason. Terrorists planned something and did little only. There at that place

what all happened was without their knowledge. It can be easily said that some

great power has worked for that, which the terrorists and people also doesn’t

know. We could know the things by the method the tower fell down. Some invisible

power came and kept the leg on the tower and stamped them. Some may say

that there are no invisible powers in science. For this we say the science in which

you know are not there but in the science which we know are there “the science

which we know is super science i.e. Brahma Vidya shastra” if that is known

not only the towers incident in America, the earthquakes in Japan, tsunami in

Indonesia and all these will be understood. All the questions raised in these

incidents will get answer. According to our shastra, one Graha has stamped the

tower in America, similarly tsunami in Indonesia occurred because of Bhuthas

and the earthquakes in Japan on March 11th 2011 also there is Bhuthas. Behind

this work we have been telling that a Graha in America and Bhutha in the case of

Indonesia and Japan are present in the incidents. The power of graha’s and Bhuthas

doesn’t come to anybodies notice. The graha’s and Bhuthas doesn’t do such

incidents without the knowledge of the power situated at Bermuda triangle, Atlantic

Ocean. Bermuda triangle is the capital for God’s kingdom by basing that

power only and with its permission tsunami, earthquakes occur. We can

say that the incident took place on March 11th 2011; the earthquake in Japan did

not take place without the knowledge of the power at Bermuda Triangle. So
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many such incidents are taking place on earth but this fact in not realized by

man. There are many secrets which man doesn’t know there are many secrets

which are happening and not known to the world science.

One who knows the sixth shastra i.e. Brahma Vidya shastra they will know

about Graha’s and Bhuthas. That’s why in previous days one who knows spiritual

knowledge was known about graha’s and Bhuthas. In olden days to prove this

Ravana Brahma in his life showed that he could even control sun, moon and

other graha’s. He proved that graha’s respected his words. Some of the small

Graha’s even now respect yogi’s words. Now-a-days people have become very

ignorant and forgot that there is a shastra called Brahma Vidya shastra. Because

that shastra is not known the Grahas and Bhuthas which are invisible are not

known. Because they are not known how the disasters like tsunamis, earthquakes

are occurring is also not known. For such people now what we are going to say

will be unbelievable. Though we are telling, without divine knowledge one

will not understand them. To believe hundred percent what we are telling

are facts one should have Atleast little divine knowledge
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CAN  ATHEISTS  BE  TRANSFORMED
INTO  SPIRITUALISTS?

Whatever said, how well tried to convince, some foolish people are in the

opinion that they are knowledgeable people and that they know everything and

they only try to convince you that they know everything and they only try to

convince you that whatever explained to them are not based on any science, and

that they would not stand the test of scientific research. This we are well aware

that they will not listen to what we say. Not being discouraged by such adamant

people who in the name of science claim themselves to be knowledgeable, today

the triangular-shaped power from the Atlantic Ocean had dispensed a part of its

power to this country in the form of a human being. Because of the Triangle

power, that person had remained a question to both the atheists and theists alike

to make them realize. If either of the atheists or theists who can unearth the

mystery of that person has to transform into a wise person, if not able to do so,

would only be an unwise person and not a wise person. If a person is

knowledgeable, has to explore the answer through science. In case, if a person

can find an answer, even if that person however strongly believes to be an atheists,

will have to be a wise person. Unless a person possesses scientific knowledge it

may not be possible to give the answer. And if unable to find answer has to

accept that he or she is not a knowledgeable person. In that case the answer is

given, they claim themselves to be wise and knowledgeable person. We shall find

out what puzzle that Triangle human being has put forth.

The news published in a news paper on 29/04/2010 was like this. A person

aged 83 years, since 74 years has been living without food and water. Inspite of

being foodless and waterless he is healthy. His brain is still sharp like a 25 year

old young man. A team of 30 Doctors have been performed various tests for

months to know whether it is a fact; have declared that it is indeed true. Even

who have seen him and still unable to believe it also have tested him. Several
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others also have prepared to perform tests on him. The true extract news published

on that date is produced hereunder:

INDIAN
TELUGU LANGUAGE

(NEWS PAPER)
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This photo of Prahalad Jani (Mataji) has stood as a challenge for the medical

Science. Living without food or drinks for 74 years, he is aged 83 years. But still,

he has no complaint of ill health. A team of 30 doctors who have performed tests

on him declared that his brain works sharp as that of a 25 years old young man.

At present he is sterling at hospital in ahmedabad, Gujarat. A team of scientists

from DRDE are about to swing into action to unearth this mystery.

 It is known to everybody that food is essential for a person to work as well

as also to stay healthy. As per physical science, body requires energy in the form

of calories which are provided through the source of food. Likewise, to keep the

body warm, oxygen is required through respiratory system and should reach

each and every seven physical interconnected body tissues. The carbohydrates

should reach each of the seven physical interconnected body tissues through the

digestive system. The oxygen received through food intake from mouth would

reach and every seven physical interconnected body tissues, the oxygen carried

by the ‘red blood cell’ in the blood reaches each of the seven physical interconnected

body tissues. Oxygen needs no permission of insulin to reach seven physical

interconnected body tissues. These seven physical interconnected body tissues

appear like a factory. While the fiber content or the glucose which goes inside

that ‘factory’ is used as firewood, oxygen having the property of fire and the

carbohydrates (glucose) are utilized as firewood through this burning process in

the ‘factory’ and absorbed with the inherent power. Because of the inherent power,

the glucose on one hand, oxygen on the other is being burnt in the process. This

process is taking place all times. Because of this resultant heat, the tissues in the

body are maintained at a particular temperature. Since every tissue bears a

particular temperature, the body temperature is observed. It is only because of

the fact that in any living body, in every tissue, the glucose is burnt by the

oxygen. This is evident by the temperature of that living body. In the tissues, if

the process of burning has to take place, both the elements if glucose and oxygen

are essential. For this, food from mouth and oxygen from nostrils are required.

With this, if a person is alive, as per physical sciences from one side ‘oxygen’ and

from another side ‘food’, both are essential. Burning process will not commence

in the absence of both. If the burning process does not take place, this body will

get cool, leading to death of that person. To be alive; this burning process has to

go on every moment. In order to make this process go on continuously, a person

has to take food from one side and breathe-in air from the nostrils. So far, what
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all is said is related to the fourth of the six shastras that we have, which is called

physical sciences.

Now coming to the matter, we know that Prahalad Jani of Gujarat State,

aged 83 years till now; for the past 74 years not taken any food or water. Being

without food and water is a big challenge in the field of physical sciences. As per

the physical science, it is a fact that a person cannot survive without food. If at all

it is questioned that a person can survive for about four to five days without food,

then there may be a possibility of survival since there is an arrangement of

Glycose stored in the body is converted into glucose and feeds the body. Hence,

as long as the Glycose reserved in the body lasts, the person survives. Later,

when the Glycose is exhausted the person is bound to die. This process is possible

for a few days, but not possible even for a month. So far we have discussed

about physical science and hence it is true. Whereas, against the principles of

physical science, 83 year old Prahalad Jani surviving is also true. These two are

contrary to each other. A science can never be false. Against the princples of the

science there is no scope for anybody to survive. Any one has to be true. Another

one has to be false. But, science is always true. However, out of real experience

a person surviving is also true. Here the scientists however hard they tried are

unable to unearth anything. (Here, the scientists pulled their hair to unfold the

mystery)

Here, however wise the person may be, however knowledgeable the person

may be, he cannot be absolutely knowledgeable. At the same time he cannot be

considered intelligent. To be a fully knowledgeable person, it had been a primary

principle that a person should know about the sixth science. Only when the sixth

science is known, such questions can be answered. It may be that the person

empowered by the triangle power has posed a question to the knowledge and

intelligence of mankind. With this happening, the intention of the triangle power

could be too enlightened about the triangular power and explain the same to

them. In spite of so many incidents taking place beneath the Ocean and the

incidents like Prahalad Jani taking place on this earth, mankind is rubbishing

such things like a blind person. Despite the fact that humankind has no answer to

break such questions, they are claiming to be wise and intelligent. They are

ridiculing those who know about sixth science. Even when they have no answer

to break the mystery of Bermuda Triangle, occurrence of earthquakes, having no

answer as to how a person like Prahalad Jani able to survive, still humans claim
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to be most literate having scientific knowledge and highly intelligent. Is it not

shameful! Without any spiritual knowledge, is there any difference between other

living creatures on this earth, which like humans need sleep, food, work etc.

Humans are unable to understand this fact and hence is there any difference

between humans and other living creatures. We wish to remind that if you have

to be a real scientists or a real wise person; one should possess the knowledge of

the sixth science.

We said that the power stationed in the Bermuda Triangle is called spiritual

power. In terms of human belief spiritual power is reverently spelled as godly

power. Everything is considered as spiritual power beyond this creation and we

should recollect that spiritual power is considered as Divine Power. Few scientists

who are conducting research believe that “there could be some unique magnetic

power due to radiation of sunlight. And, that’s why innumerable aeroplanes and

ships have met with accidents.” This is a provisional observation of them. To

support their theory, they could not show any concrete proof. Finally they stated

that there could be some power existing there. Most of them say it is the magnetic

power. What we say about the magnetic power is that magnetic power is different

from the spiritual power. Magnetic power can be created by a man. But nobody

can create spiritual power. Electrical power can be converted to magnetic power

and magnetic power to electrical power. But spiritual power cannot be created

with any sort of power. Like that, the Bermuda Triangle does possess some unique

spiritual power. Spiritual power in all people in this universe but in different forms,

but the power is one and same. Depending on the place, the spiritual power plays

its role. If the spiritual power over the Ocean plays a particular role, the power in

human being plays another. Spiritual power, though, being same in the universe,

depending upon the place, it is performing a variety of wotks. In this universe,

any living being is able to work; it is because of the soul. Going by that, every

work done by human beings is being  made to be be done by the soul in their

body. In this universe, though the soul is performing roles, though soul’s sound

being familiar to everyone, what is soul and its knowledge is not known to anybody.

Few consider life in a physical body as soul. Few consider power of God

as soul. But no one knows that soul is neither of these two. Though the

knowledge of the soul is important for human being, in the name of soul,

he is gaining the knowledge of what is not soul.
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In the past, Ravana Brahma, had applied three horizontal lines with Holy

Ash over the Eshwara explained the importance of the placement of lines. The

lower line indicates “Jeevatma”, Wheras, the central line is very important to

humankind because of the fact that it highlights the importance of the ‘knowledge

of soul’ and hence applied (kumkum) over the line in the centre as a mark of its

uniqueness. In the same way, he applied the theory for himself and made

everybody to follow it. But today, even the promoters of spiritual knowledge have

no proper means to explain what a soul is. They are not able to definetely explain

what a soul is and what sort of duties it does perform. Many secrets are going to

come out in the open if one understands what soul is. Now, let us revert back to

the main issue. That 83 year old Prahalad Jani is having all the 26 parts in the

body to perform specific tasks. These include the Atma (soul). Leaving the soul,

rest of the 25 parts existed in his living body. While 25 parts in the body are

performing the tasks, the body is able to sustain life. The required power for

performing the tasks of the 25 parts in the body is reinforced by the Atma.

According to this, we can ascertain that in every physical body the source for

executing the work is through the power of the Atma (soul). If the physical body

lacks the power of the ‘Atma’, there is no scope for it to exist and there cannot be

any movement in the body. The ‘soul’ itself is the supreme head of the physical

body. Like the power of soul stationed in the Atlantic Ocean in the shape of a

triangular form, in a physical body to the ‘power of the soul’ is situated in the

head of a body from where the power is spread all across the human body.

 It is the Triangular-shaped power that made Prahalad Jani survives without

any food and water for the past 74 years. In fact, he is an example and an eye

opener to the atheists, theists, innocents, intellects of the present times. Nine

years after taking birth, he had stopped taking food. He desisted from taking any

sort of liquid and solid food, and even water. Then onwards to till date, he is living

a healthy life. Because of him, it had become a puzzle for the physical scientists.

Though the subject relates to physical sciences, the scientists are unable to find

an answer as to how he is able to live a healthy life without food. They can never

be able to get it, because this is a subject matter relating to the Atma. Physical

Scientists do not know what Atma is. The one and only Brahmavidya Shastra will

be able to tell you about the soul. The answer as to how Prahalad Jani is able to

survive without food and water will be available only with those who have

knowledge of the sixth science. Leaving those who are familiar with the four
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sciences when the same is asked with those who are familiar with sixth science

and who possess ample knowledge of the soul, they would respond as follows. In

accordance with the orders of the ‘soul’, the bodily functions take place and it is

the ‘soul’ that commands control over the body. The power of the soul is spread

in every atom of the body. There are crores of atoms in the body and every atom

possesses the power of soul.  We have earlier mentioned that the ‘soul’ which

exists in every atom of the body ensures that whatever glucose and oxygen

reach it; the same are burnt instantaneously. If that being the state in t of  human

body, what is taking place in the body of Prahalad Jani, who is born with the

unique element Triangular-shaped power!

Prahalad Jani may be taking oxygen through nostrils, but not taking food

from his mouth. Because of this, the oxygen passing through respiratory system

reaches the blood cells in his body and through blood circulation moves to every

tissue of the body. Such oxygen has the property of creating radiation. But even

if oxygen is available to create radiation there is no glucose to burn. Since Prahalad

Jani has not taken any food, glucose has not reached. The power of soul-spreading

into each tissue in the body, mixes the glucose and oxygen and helps conduct the

burning process. As stated, the ‘soul’ is the controller command of the whole

body. Hence, the soul performs as per a person’s karma i.e., in accordance with

the acts or deeds. There is nothing in this body that can direct the soul and itself

takes every step. If the soul decides to stop keeping the body warm, it will stop

the process of burning the glucose and oxygen that reaches the body tissues.

That is why, even when the oxygen is supplied to patients in the hospitals through

nose and when glucose is supplied through blood veins; if the soul decides to

reject the process, the process of burning will not take place at all. Then the

temperature of the body falls down and the body turns cold and may lead to

ultimate death of the patient. Even when the supply of oxygen or glucose is in

short supply to the patient and if the soul opts to ensure regulating the process of

burning, it sees to it that the patient survives. That is why, to make a person,

either to survive or die, the soul acts as the control command. Here in the case of

Prahalad Jani, only oxygen is supplied to the body but not glucose. Even then,

the soul being the controller of the body ensured that oxygen is got burnt and

temperature is maintained and thereby regulated the survival process. In the

body tissues where glucose gets burnt, a sort of polluting ash is released and if

the same is does not exit out of human body; it may lead to ill-health of the
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person. Since the constituent of glucose is not available in the body of Prahalad

Jani, the process of burning of glucose is not taking place. Yet the soul is performing

the burning process of oxygen alone, hence, in his body there is no scope of

release of polluted air. As such, Prahalad Jani is healthier than others. With this,

it can be ascertained that if the soul favours, survival is possible even without

food. This is amply proved in the case of 83 years old Prahalad Jani who’s survival

is possible even without food. The all powerful soul dwells even in your body. The

soul in the body is ensuring the process of burning only with oxygen, even though

glucose is not available. Even Prahalad Jani is not aware of this aspect. Did he

indulge in this act after achieving something unique? No, not at all. In fact, he

does not know anything. He is neither a saint not a wise man. Though he bares

nothing in special, the uniqueness of soul in his body brought him such frame.

The soul is the command control of any human body. The soul can make a

crippled man walk, a dumb person talk. It can bring back to life even a dead

person. Though a person is alive, in the eyes of all it can make the person look

like as lifeless. When everybody concludes that a person is dead, surprisingly it

(soul) can spring a surprise by bringing that person back to life. Soul possesses

all control commands in the body and can do anything. Such is its authority of it

over the body. But people are unable to recognize that such an authoritative soul

do exist in a human body. Even Lord Krishna had made a mention of ’soul’ and

explained in detail about it in ‘Bhagavad-Gita’, in the chapter titled, ‘Purushottama

Prapthi Yoga’. He narrated about the existence of three souls, viz, Jeevatma,

Atma, and Paramatma. And these three exist as purushas in every human body

as KSHARUDU, AKSHARUDU, and PURUSHOTTAMUDU. Basing on the combination

of these three, the philosophy of ‘Thraitha Siddhantha’ is propagated by us. When

we speak on religious philosophy based on the three souls narrated in the

‘Bhagavad-Gita’ and comparing them with the ‘Thraitha Siddhantha’, our

adversaries who have no knowledge about the Atma (soul) propagate that we

are and Christians are promoting Christianity. The once prominent Induism has

reached to such a state that they are unable to know the difference between

their religion and that of the others.
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Today, nobody is in a position to know what the soul is! Those making a few

wonders are believed and called as Babas and those singing a few songs and

delivering a few lectures are believed and called as Saints and chanting a few

spiritual hymns by a person is considered by people as a scholar. But, these so-

called Babas, Saints and Scholars have no knowledge about the soul (Atma). For

this reason, in order to recognize the significance  of the atma within human

body, it went to the extent of inflicting punishment on the humankind. It is for

this reason; the atma, stationed itself in the Bermuda Triangle area and caused

the disappearance of so many aeroplanes and ships which passed through its

area. By spreading its invisible power through the clouds, it ensured that those

captured are moved to other planets. People who went there in the process were

made to forget this world and by following the dictates of the alien world they

were made to gain the knowledge of self. Such virtuous people who gained the

knowledge of self; after taking re-birth on this earth are inclined towards spirituality

and leading the life of enlightened persons on the earth. This was enforced by the

soul itself to ensure that instead of people remaining totally ignorant; the self-

enlightened people enlighten the ignorant people and spread awareness to some

extent on this earth. To facilitate the ignorant and careless people to attain some

knowledge, the soul ensured the mysterious disappearance of several people

over the Bermuda Triangle. Apart, those people who ignore to realize the ‘Power

of soul’ within, keep abusing the self-enlightened and saintly persons in possession

of the ‘Power of soul’, - as a revenge to this with the assistance of the five vital

elements, the ‘Power of soul’ is generating several natural calamities. Yet the

humankind is facing the calamities with adamant attitude but is not able to

ascertain with intellect as to at whose behalf these calamities are taking place. In

order open the eyes of humankind and to throw light on the path of self-realization,

the ‘Power of soul’ is making its best efforts. The case of Prahalad Jani is strange

but unique one giving a rare opportunity intended to open the mind’s eye of

intellectuals to explore and know, what the ‘Power of soul’ is. But vexed with

ignorant human approach in assessing things and assuming that there is no

positive approach in human attitude, the soul; through the sources of people like

us, is compelling us to explain about the ‘soul’ and the ‘deeds of soul’. In spite of

enforcing me to explore facts and explain the ‘Power of soul’ to the people; even

then if people fail to listen, realize and follow the truth, they are bound to be

punished by the ‘Power of soul’ and facing severe hardships and sufferings in life,

better it would be to make efforts to know what spiritual knowledge is and what
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